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FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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his issue of THE ALMACAN fea-
tures six articles about interna-
tional EAP activities, with an in-

troduction by International Region
Representative Bill Durkin. With the
increase in global economic activity
and industrialization of the third world,
there is more common interest in in-
dustrial-relations programs such as
EAPs. This issue highlights the devel-
opment of EAPs in the context of the
economic and cultural milieu of the
host population. It is important to
recognize the vital roles non-U.S. EAP
practitioners have played for the field
and for ALMACA.

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM

In May, the European ALMACA Chap-
ter held its second International Sym-
posium on Industrial Alcoholism Pre-
vention, in Frankfurt, Germany. Board
member Brad Googins and I were there
and were greatly impressed by the in-
terestand enthusiasm of European AL-
MACA members and other attendees.
A report of the Symposium appeared
in the August issue on page 18.

Sara Bilik and Wolfgang Looss from
Frankfurt did a greatjob organizingthe
conference and were wel I-supported by
longtime European ALMACANs such as
Maurice Quinlan of Ireland and staff
from Charter Medical in London.
My biggest impression at the Frank-

furtconference was the interest and in-
volvement of Europeans. During the
last six years, I visited two other EAP
conferences in Europe, in which both
either were dominated by people from
the U.S. or the locals deferred to the
"experts" across the Atlantic.

This conference was different. In
spite of the large American population
in Germany, about 75% of the atten-
dees were German citizens. Speakers
discussed European programs and
problems. One of the most interesting
issues was the ongoing debate be-
tween German professionals who
wanted to focus on the employer as the
cause of conditions that lead to dys-
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This issue highlights
'the development of
EAPs in the context of
the economic and

cultural milieu of the
host population."

functional worker behavior and the re-
covering people who spoke of denial
and the potential for intervening in the
addictive-disease process. One of the
best explanations I have heard in a
long time about giving credit to AA in
this effort came from Uli Zbrzenzny,
who administers the EAP for Frankfurt
Airport. UI i has been to North America
regularly every 10 years to attend the
AA conference and "interview" EAP
practitioners about how they developed
programs.

INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES

There are also several international
agencies that have an interest in EAPs.
Typically, however, these efforts are
underfunded and thinly staffed. At the
Frankfurt conference, a representative
of the World Health Organization
(WHO) presented findings of a.world-
wide survey of alcoholism needs and
programs. This was a massive under-
taking done on a very small budget.
The North American portion was
mainly done by Wayne Cornell of
Health Canada, with generous support
from the Canadian government. The
Frankfurt presenter, Marcus Grant,
said that it is hard to get poor countries
to prioritize alcohol and drug prob-
lems, when they are struggling to keep
their heads above water fighting
famine, disease, war and pestilence.
This is one of the reasons that private
efforts of employers in the third world
may have to advance on their own.
ALMACA board member Tom Des-
mond found this to be the casein pro-
viding health-care support to Johnson
& Johnson's EAP in Brazil.

In addition to the WHO, there are
other international organizations. AL-
MACA was fortunate that the Interna-
tional Council of Alcohol and Addic-
tions (ICAA) cosponsored the Frankfurt
Symposium. The U.N.-affiliated agency
is based in Lusane, Switzerland, and
has a long history of bringing together
drug and alcoholism professionals
from all parts of the world. ALMACA
and EAPs have benefitted from the
support of their president, Archer
Tongue and their U.S. vice president,
Kip Smithers. ICAA holds meetings
every year. In fact, Brad Googins went
on from Frankfurt to present a paper at
an ICAA conference in Budapest the
following week.

Another potentially importantally in
furthering EAPs worldwide is the Inter-
national Labour Organization (ILO). It
is an associated agency of the UN rep-
resenting 151 nations and is based in
Geneva, Switzerland. Both at the AL-
MACA meeting in Frankfurt and at the
ICAA meeting in Calgary last summer,

had the opportunity to listen to
Behrouz Shahandeh from the ILO.
Like his colleagues at WHO, he is try-
ing to advance EAP on the agenda of
his organization. He would be glad to
receive helpful advice from ALMA-
CANs and others with experience in
organized labor.
There have been enough interna-

tional EAP developments in this decade
to fill a book. Just as ALMACA devel-
oped its International Region in 1978
from the previously freestanding Inter-
national Occupational Alcoholism
Program Association (IOAPA), I ex-
pect that new chapters will be created
in the next few yearsaround theworld.

This issue of THE ALMACAN is in-
cluded in the registration packets at
ALMACA's Annual Meeting in Dallas.
hope those of you in attendance read

through the international articles at
your leisure while there. You may
have an opportunity to speak with
some of the many experts featured in
this issue. ❑
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Recovery Does Too.
Alcoholism and drug abuse can affect everyone ittouches— at home, in the work place,
in the community. At the Center for Recovery, in a comfortable setting, personal
comprehensive programs are designed for individual, corporate and family needs.

For information call: 305-433-3600.

~•~
Center for Recovery

at JFK Hospital
Treatment programs for alcoholism, drug abuse and stress related illness.

Serving the Palm Beaches and South Florida Communities.
4800 South Congress Avenue •Atlantis, Florida 33462
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ALMACA
CAMPAIGN '86

date in the Game, Final Push Needed
by Sally Trott
ALMACA Director of Development

Ys time to put on afull-court press.
The ALMACA Campaign team has
functioned superbly, enthusiasm is

running high, and we are entering the
fourth quarter. Victory is in sight, but
by no means assured.
ALMACA Campaign '86 has been

underway for nine months, with three
months remaining. And we are three-
quarters of the way toward our $215,600
goal, with $181,172 in hand. Corpo-
rate response to ALMACA's appeal for
support has been very generous. A
number of ALMACA's regions and
chapters have contributed, and many
of its members have joined FRIENDS
OF ALMACA.

Nonetheless, we have to raise
$34,428 to claim victory and cele-
brate asuccessful effort.

President Jack Hennessy, Campaign
Co-Chairman John Gorman, and the
members of the Board of Directors and
Campaign Council call on all ALMA-
CANs to do everyth ingpossible to hel p
us attain the goal of Campaign '86.

REGION AND CHAPTER SUPPORT

Nineteen, or 29%, of the regions and
chapters have supported the Employee
Assistance Certification program of
ALMACA, the ALMACA Clearinghouse
for Employee Assistance Program In-
formation, and the purchase of a com-
puter system for the national office.
More of them will need to contribute
to Campaign'86 if these projects are to
be adequately funded for the next year.
Cheers and hurrahs to the following

regions and chapters for their enthusi-
astic support:
CENTRAL AND WESTERN
NEW YORK CHAPTER

COLORADO CHAPTER
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
CHAPTER

CONNECTICUT CHAPTER
DELAWARE VALLEY CHAPTER
EASTERN REGION
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FLORIDA SOUTHWEST CHAPTER
LOUISIANA CHAPTER
MASSACHUSETTS CHAPTER
NORTH TEXAS CHAPTER
PITTSBURGH CHAPTER
SANTA CLARA VALLEY CHAPTER
SOUTHERN OHIO CH,e►PTER
ST. LOUIS CHAPTER
TENNESSEE CHAPTER
TWIN TIERS CHAPTER
WASHINGTON, D.C. AREA
CHAPTER

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
CHAPTER

WISCONSIN CHAPTER
To the 47 regions and chapters that

have not contributed yet, we simply
say: "Please help us by donating as
generously as you can."

MEMBER SUPPORT

The steady stream of generosity from
ALMACA's members continues. As of
September 11th, 571 members had
donated $10,137, for an average con-
tribution of $17.75.
"The response from the membership

to our appeal has been exceptionally
good," states hack Hennessy, "and
hope it continues. I am told that a 5%
response rate to a mailed fund-raising

MORE "FRIENDS OF ALMACA"

Arms Acres
Linda G. Avery, R.N.
Jack W. Campbell
Sandra B. Coleman, Ph. D.
Willie J. Coleman, Ph. D.
Richard T. Criste, Ph. D., A.C.S. W.
Good Samaritan
Nancy Gustafson
Bonnie L. Hallson
Tim Hobart
Joseph Hofmann
Dr. Kenneth Hyatt
Raymond V. Kenny
Joanne Kinder
Earl L. Lile
Sally Lipscomb
Bob Logan, R.T.R.
Dr. Martin Lubin
Donald W. Magruder
Howard L. Mahoney

appeal is considered excellent. Over
13% of our members have already
joined FRIENDS OF ALMACA, and the
checks keep coming in! Thank you,
ALMACANs, for demonstrating to
anyone who might have doubted it
that we strongly support our associa-
tion and its activities."
Our latest FRIENDS OF ALMACA

are acknowledged below. ❑

Recent Contributions

Special thanks to the following
for their generous contribu-

tions to Campaign '86 since
August 21, 1986:

ALMACA Central and Western
New York Chapter

ALMACA North Texas Chapter
ALMACA Santa Clara Val ley
Chapter

ALMACA Southern Ohio
Chapter

ALMACA Western New England
Chapter

ALMACA Wisconsin Chapter
The).M. Foundation
United Airlines Foundation

Julia McCallum
John J. McCarthy
R.W. McLeod
Irene N. Mendelson
James P. Murray
Bob O'Connor
Bob Petrick
Barbara L. Petron, M.S.W.
Michael Price
Psychiatric and Behavioral

Health Division
Lisa Reinhart
Louis F. Sanman
Deborah C. Shapiro
Frank J. Sullo
Robert R. Tetrault
William C. Thomas, Jr.
Joan A. Tracey
Bryan H. Wall ❑
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A PROGRAM DEVELOPED FOR THE
ANHEUSER BUSCH COMPANIES' EMPLOI~EE

ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IS NOW BEING 11/IADE
AVAILABLE TO YOUR EAP SERVICE.

/ This training program
was designed to help supervi-
sors overcome the reluctance
they feel in dealing with trou-
bled employees.

The program includes a
bound leader's guide end ~
full-sound, color, 21-minute
production ~v~il~ble in 1Gmm,
VHS end ~et~.

For additional information
write or call:
Michael f'rovin
5240 Oakland Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
(314 289-7700
or toll free 800-445-0633

Film Order Form
Org~niz~tion
Address
Phone No.
❑ 1 Gmm ❑ '/z inch VHS video ❑Bets
Purchase price 5420 (including leader's
guide) Preview price: S 50
Preview price may be applied toward
film purchase if purchased within 30
days of preview.
Quantity ................ .
f~urch~se price ............ .
Preview price ............. .
Total .....................
Mo. residents add 7%sales tax
Shipping 2nd handling ....... 53.50

Total.....................

Authorization Signature

Join us at ALMACA's annu2l
conference, booth 25.



UPDATE ON
CERTIFICATION

EACC Has Fast Follow-Through
by Judi Laws
ALMACA Certification Specialist

EACC swiftness and activity did
not abate when their meeting
ended on August 5. Within a

week thereafter, a number of the Com-
missioners reported to me that they
had already met with, or lined up
meeti ngs with, ALMACANs from coast
to coast, and from the Gulf of Mexico
to the Canadian border. Those Com-
m issionerswho didn't meet with chap-
ters were on the phone, providing
briefings and soliciting input from
members in various parts of the country.
The result of this intense and exten-

sive effort was that by September 3,
PTC had already received well over
300 questions from ALMACA mem-
bers.Since that date, the questions de-
veloped by our members continue to
pour into our office. To me, iYs an in-
dication not only of the degree of com-
mitment on the part of EACC mem-
bers, but of large numbers of EAP prac-
titioners who care a great deal about
quality assurance in their profession.

Early in September, copies of the
final version of the examination con-
tent outline, along with the "Item De-
velopers Guide" provided by PTC,
were mailed to all chapter presidents.
Our hope is that this will be helpful to
them, and will encourage many ofyou
to submit questions for the exam. As
I've been saying for almost two years,
the certification program will be com-
peYency-based. That means it can only
be as valid as the quality of practice, as
represented by the significant ques-
tions (which you have posed) that a
candidate should be able to answer
correctly if s/he aspires to certified
status in this field.

"GRANDPARENTING"

Concurrent with the test development
effort is the matter of carefully design-
ing the application for test exemption
("grandparenting"). All of us want to
devise a process that is not cumber-
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some to applicants, yet does require
sufficient documentation to allow a
fair and thorough evaluation. The de-
velopmental work done by Sandra
Turner and George Cobbs (and shared
with all EACC members) has now
reached a point where we must take
counsel with PTC on the technical as-
pects of rating. Heavy reliance will be
placed on the evaluations provided by
three persons of the appl icanYs choos-
ing. The nature of the evaluation form
is such that anyone—supervisor, peer
or subordinate—who has observed the
applicant's work can be asked to com-
plete the form. Within the six major
content areas listed in last month's col-
umn, the evaluators will be asked to
rate the applicant on a number of
items. In my view, your commissioners
are to be complimented on the brevity
and simplicity of these test-exemption
forms they developed.

• A list of selected references on vari-
ous approaches and practices within
the field was provided by Dick Grcepper
and has been forwarded to PTC for in-
clusion in the Candidate Handbook.

RECERTIFICATION

Further down the road, the EACC will
have to grapple with the matter of re-
certification. Having already decided
that certification will be valid for five
years, the commissioners will soon
face the question of what kind of ex-
perience and/or education will consti-
tute fulfillment of recertification
requirements.
Since most professional associations

include some provision for educational
achievement, be it an academic de-
gree or CEUs or certificates for com-
pletion of certain programs of study, it
is very likely that EACC may wish to

Grandparenting: "All of us want to devise a process
that is not cumbersome to applicants, yet does require
sufficient documentation to allow a fair and thorough

evaluation."

Other progress notes on certification
include:
• Dick Bickerton, our ALMACA Clear-
inghouse director, developed a press
release which was mailed to over 200
organizations, associations, pub-
lishers, and government agencies in
such fields as business and manage-
ment, labor, alcohol and drugs, edu-
cation, and health and human services.
• Tom Delaney sent a copy of the pro-
posed Bylaws amendment to members
of the Executive Committee. It can be
adopted by a vote of the membership
at the Annual Business Meeting, if the
proposal is approved by the Executive
Committee, acting for the Board, be-
forehand. This matter has been tenta-
tively included on the agenda for the
Annual Business Meeting so that the
membership receives the required
notice.

offer this option to certificants. At this
point, we'll begin to see how com-
plementary the activities of EACC and
the Education and Training Committee
are. At the Committee's meeting in
June, members expressed the hope
that the credentialing commission and
the Board would buy into the EAP cur-
riculumthe former had developed.

After discussing this with Don Phillips,
formally solicited the opinions of

EACC members as to whether they
were in general agreement with the
EAP curriculum that Don's committee
had developed. Since the jury is still
out, I'm in no position to give you a
verdict. However, I suspect, from hav-
ing read the Education and Training
Committee reports on the EAP cur-
riculum, and looked at the EACC Exam
Content Outline, that the two groups
are very like-minded. ~]



ALMACA
CLEARINGFIOUSE

EAP Clearinghouse Open for Business!
by Richard Bickerton
Manager, ALMACA Clearinghouse

The ALMACA Clearinghouse for
Employee Assistance Program
Information—a name which AL-

MACANs have chosen for the opera-
tion—is bearing down on the final
stages of becoming fully operational.
The last pieces—mainly installation of
computer and telecommunications
functions—are going into place, and
there seems to be no doubt that the
Clearinghouse will be fully on-stream
by its original target date of January 2,
1987.
A major element of the Clearing-

house design was put into place in
early September with acquisition of an
EAP database containing about 1,700
fully annotated abstracts of scholarly
and popular articles on aspects of em-
ployee assistance programming. The
fact that this database is wholly dedi-
cated to EAP source material makes it
the only one of its kind in-such vol-
ume. And to maintain its continued
usefulness, the database will be up-
dated with new records every six
months.

SUBSCRIBER INFORMATION

The computer capability for accessing
this in-house database will also be
used by the Clearinghouse to access
outside commercial and institutional
databases on behalf of ALMACA
Clearinghouse subscribers. Users of
the ALMACA Clearinghouse will be
billed for out-of-pocket cost of acces-
sing outside databases (estimated at
$15 to $25 for extensive searches), but
ALMACA Clearinghouse subscribers
will save a considerable amount of
money by not havingto pay individual
enrollment costs to these other
databases. The enrol Iment cost for one
commercial, university-based bibliog-
raphic data source, for example, is
$80; another commercial database
vendor charges $750 to $3,800 per
year, depending on volume.

The ALMACA Clearinghouse for
Employee Assistance Program Infor-
mation will enroll with these data-
bases and search them as required by
needs of ALMACA Clearinghouse sub-
scribers,

Actually, the ALMACA Clearing-
house has been "open for business"
since tune 16, the day when the work
of designing the Clearinghouse and
gathering the data to support its mis-
sion officially got under way.
A June 19 news release on establish-

ment ofthe Clearinghouse announced
that even as it was being designed, it
would process basic EAP information
searches and referral to interim re-
sources. Requests for EAP information
and technical assistance began to
come in shortly after publication of the
news release in constituent journals
and newsletters. As of August 29,
some 122 inquiries had been handled
by the Clearinghouse.
User satisfaction is high. A follow-up

questionnaire to persons who had ac-
cessed the Clearinghouse asked for
"yes" and "no" answers to the six criti-
cal indices of response—usefulness
and timeliness, authoritativeness and
credibility, and whether the response
helped the user achieve a goal or
clarify a position. As of August 29, user
returns on the follow-up forms were
calculated at 106 positives and 12
negatives. (Responses do not equal
numbers of inquiries because not all
Clearinghouse users chose to respond
to all follow-up questions.)

RESOURCE ACQUISITION

In addition to the in-house database of
1,700 EAP-oriented abstracts, the AL-
MACA Clearinghouse has acquired
more than 1,500 pamphlets, bro-
chures, and books, several hundred
conference papers, reports, and origi-
nal manuscripts, legislative briefs and
hearing texts, and EAP-oriented bib-
liographies listing an estimated 600-
plus resources. The Clearinghouse
also receives more than 75 current

"The fact that this
database is wholly

dedicated to EAP source
material makes it the
only one of its kind in

such volume."

periodicals on a continuing basis.
Resource acquisition has been

guided by a very broad interpretation
of the EAP mission. Major categories
of regularly published periodicals re-
ceived at theALMACACIearinghouse,
for example, include not only alcohol
and other drugs, but general public
health, employee benefits, business in
general, management, personnel, and
government affairs. The pamphlets,
brochures, and books that have been
acquired deal not only with alcohol
abuse and the use of other drugs, but
also with emotional and physical good
health, legal issues affecting EAPs,
corporate and union strategies in
health-care delivery, the business side
of EAP operations, family concerns,
prevention strategies, smoking and
health, program design, content, and
management, organizational develop-
ment, cost benefit and cost contain-
ment, community organization, staff
development, EAP certification, and
some 25 to 30 other areas of interest
and concern.
The ALMACA Clearinghouse is re-

sponding to inquiries for information
and technical assistance in threeways.
Whenever possible, a telephone in-
quiry ishandled immediately, the time
of the call. The second level of re-
sponse is identification of appropriate
other resources and referral of the
Clearinghouse client to those re-
sources. This response generally takes
three working days to complete. The
third level of response is an in-depth
analysis to the specifications of the
subscriber. This level of response
usual ly takes seven working days to
complete.
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Whatever the level of response,
Clearinghouse subscribers have unli-
mited access to Clearinghouse re-
sources. In addition, Clearinghouse
subscribers will receive a monthly
newsletter of information updates and
resource listings, regular mailings of
special materials from sources other
than ALMACA, and subject briefs, fact
sheets, and theme mailings (such as
compilations of articles on drug test-
ing, changing fAP structure, creden-
tialing and certification, and other
subjects of immediate interest).
How will we support all this? The

survey published in the July ALMA-
CAN asked respondents to indicate
whether they would or would not pay
an annual Clearinghouse fee. ALMA-
CANs responding to that question
were unanimous in voting for sub-
scription fees. Not a single negative
vote was cast by respondents to that
question.

FEE SCHEDULE
The fee schedule that has since been
developed is keyed to ALMACA mem-
bership status. The annual Clearing-
house subscription fee for organiza-
tional members of ALMACA is $75; for.
individual members, $40; for asso-
ciate members, $40; and for students,
$30. Persons who are not members of
ALMACA may subscribe to the Clear-
inghouse for $125. The fact that $125
is also the total for a Clearinghouse
subscription plus individual or asso-
ciate membership in ALMACA may
encourage more practitioners to join
ALMACA.
The range of planned Clearinghouse

services, the manner and style in
which services are to be delivered,
and the access via ALMACA to other
institutional and commercial data-
bases are viewed collectively as a be-
ginning effort in a continuing process
which, with subscriber support, will
grow and improve,, and become in-
creasingly useful in an increasingly
complex and sophisticated world. ❑
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SPECIAL
MEMORANDUM

Organizational Review
Sometime duringOctober, you will

receive a questionnaire from the
ALMACA Organizational Review

Committee (ORC). This questionnaire
is the Committee's way of seeking
your honest opinions and attitudes
about ALMACA. It is important that
you complete the questionnaire
promptly and mail it back to the
Committee.

All of the members of ALMACA are
being asked to respond, confidentially,
to 30 questions about their associa-
tion. The membership's responses will
be tabulated. The results of the mem-
bership attitude survey will be made
available to the Board of Directors,
and will be used by the Organizational
Review Committee while conducting
a formal organizational review of
ALMACA.

The Committee wants to know what
you like about ALMACA, and which
areas need improvement, elimination,
or change. By answering the survey
questions, you can indicate which
activities and services you want AL-
MACA to provide, rank the impor-
tance of those activities and ser-
vices, and furnish valuable inputon
other matters regarding ALMACA.
The Committee will ACT on your
advice by making specific recom-
mendations to the Board of Direc-
tors in early- 1987.
ALMACA is planning for the future

and wants you, its members, to help
shape the future directions that we wi
travel. ALMACA wants to continually
improve~e quality and range of ser-
vices it provides.

Let us hear_from you! ❑

The Organizational Review Committee met on August 28-29 in Arlington, Virginia to
begin an extensive effort to rank the importance of ALMACA services and make recom-
mendations to the Board of Directors. Their input will be based on a survey of all ALMACA
members.



Best Wishes for Success to the
Pittsburgh Chapter

and the

_~,~., ,~~
~~

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
June 7-10, 1987

For Information, please contact:
Beth Brown
Employee Assistance Service Director
St. John Health &Hospital Center
3334 Fleming Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15232
(412) 323-7301



DATA
COLLECTION

Developing a Common EAP Language
by Lee Wenzel
Corporate Manager,
EAP/Human Services, Honeywell Inc.
Minneapolis, Minnesota'f you were told that an EAP has an
8% utilization rate, you would
probably want to know more about

the criteria used to derive that statistic.
Currently, it is difficult to quantita-
tively discuss many EAP activities be-
cause we lack a comon language for
defining "utilization" and other com-
monlyused terms.
Some practical uses for this. type of

information are:
• Companies such as Honeywell

have both in-house and contracted
programs throughout the United
States. A common data system is es-
sential for comparing programs and
issuing a corporate report.

• An EAP contractor cannot effi-
ciently have separate data and re-
porting systems for each contracted
employer.

• Standard elements and definitions
will greatly help the new manager
establishing a program, shaping ob-
jectives and selecting practitioners
to operate the program.

• A data system will enable EAP ad-
ministrators to compare their own
programs with others, help identify
deficiencies and monitor progress
in particular areas.

• While the primary purpose is not for
research, being able to compile
comparable data from many sources
will facilitate norms and research.

DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

With these concerns in mind, AL-
MACA Executive Director Tom De-
laney, EAP Digest editor George Wat-
kins and I discussed establishing a
standard EAP data system at the 1985
Annual Meeting last November in Bos-
ton. We agreed that it would enhance
the field to establish a committee con-
sisting of representatives of several or-
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ganizations and across-section of EAP
practitioners to achieve this goal. This
was regarded as an opportunity for na-
tional organizations to work coopera-
tively.

Cal led the Data Management Com-
mittee, the members include:

~ Dr. Bradley Googins, Boston Uni-
versity and Chairperson, ALMACA
Research Committee

• Drs. Jack Erfurt and Andrea Foote,
University of Michigan and ALMACA
Research Committee members

• Ann McKeown, Ann McKeown and
Associates, Inc., Toronto

• Jay Youall and Michelle Urban,
Human Affairs International

• Diane Vella, Employee Assistance
Society of North America

• Dennis Derr, Michigan Bell

• Dr. Daniel Lanier, General Motors

• myself, representing Honeywell

• and the Employee Assistance Round-
table, an organization of corporate
EAP managers.

Wenzel: "... we lack a
common language for

defining'utilization' and
other terms commonly
used by practitioners."

The committee was not formally ap-
pointed, but rather represented people
who were interested in getting this
work done, and available to do it.
Many others have met with the

Committee, independently provided
feedback on the proposed elements of
the system, and freely shared their data
systems. Some of them include: Don
Jones and Miles Thompson, Hazel-
den; Jack Stolzfus, 3M; Bruce David-
son, Digital Equipment Corporation;
Nancy Mansergh, NCR Comten; Noel
Eggebraaten, Kimberly Clark; Bryan
Lawton, Wells Fargo; Jim Francek,
Exxon; and members of Minnesota
Employee Assistance Program Admin-
istrators and Counselors.
Other individuals and organizations

have been very generous in sharing
materials, some of which had heavy
developmental costs. Coopers and
Lybrand has agreed to analyze mate-
rials relative to the time and costs of
collecting and processing informa-
tion. The Committee has met for three
2-day meetings, the first being on
March 13-14 in Detroit, Michigan. All
participants have worked hard, risked
vociferous differences, and contrib-
uted alot of additional volunteer time
between meetings. They are pleased
to be able to offer to the EAP field a
much-needed instrument. ~ Tentative
plans are being made, incidentally, for
a presentation by Brad Googins at the
1986 ALMACA Annual Meeting this
November in Dallas, Texas.

PREMISES

During our meetings, progress was
made based on two premises:

• EAP practitioners need to keep
some kind of record of what they
do, and attach numbers to those ac-
tivities. We are past the time when
we could simply rely on the support
of appreciative managers and users
who support our programs. As EAPs
become "big business," a manager
needs to think in terms of cost effec-



tiveness, untapped opportunities
and establishing criteria for deter-
mining what might be the level of
service that maximizes the return on
investment of resources.
EAP practitioners do not need to re-
cord and keep statistical informa-
tion on al I activities. For every piece
of information recorded, we need to
ask, "How will that information be
useful?", "What will be done dif-
ferently knowing that informa-
tion?", and "Is that information
worth the price of collection?" The
data-collection process should not
impede the provision of core ser-
vices.
The Committee created a "5%"

rule: if 5% of clients do not fall into
a category, the information is prob-
ablytoo specific to be worthwhile.
The counselor will generally need

EAP Terminology

more clinical data, such as on depend-
ents, marital history, etc., than will be
required for program management.
The later requires information to de-
scribe usage, shape promotion, correct
problems and justify continuance or
expansion.
Management usually wants informa-

tion on whetherthe program isworking,
and a system that can identify variations
from initial objectives or variations
from the experiences of others. Once
the variations are identified, they can
be analyzed and actions planned.

Obviously, the counselor and pro-
gram manager will need to compile
more detailed reports than would be
appropriate to share with general man-
agement. Reports should include both
raw numbers and percentages, but
data should be formatted to be easily
comprehended.

The Data Management Committee has agreed upon some
definitions whichwill be applicabletothedatacollection
system. Partial definitions for some terms are:
ACTIVE, FOLLOW-UP and CLOSED STATUS
Reports may cover activities at three different stages of
completion:
1) Active status—from entry to EA.P until successful con-

nectionwith resource orend of planned EAPcounseling.
2) Follow-up—until completion of follow-up with the

resource referred to and/or with the client, or until the
case is closed and the EAP process completed. (The
follow-up status may not be needed for every cl ient, or
by every program.)

3) Closed—no further helping activity planned. May be
consequent evaluations, accounting processes, orau-
thorized payments.

CASE
A contact becomes a "case" when an EAP counselor talks
with an employee or family and provides help with a per-
sonal concern. The contact must be more than a hallway
conversation, or more than someone telephoning for in-
formation about the EAP. The cl ient must be aware that s/he
is a client. Generally, contacts must be of 10 minutes or
more, with afollow-up attempt or subsequent contact.
Contacts with supervisors, managers, nurses or others
discussing an employee while functioning in a work-re-
lated capacity should not be counted as a case. Such con-

Other uses for data include (a) evalu-
ating the adequacy of community re-
sources inview of cl ientneeds, and (b)
cost-benefit research, by correlating
EAP data with medical, benefit, or
work performance data.

PITFALLS

We aim to develop a system applica-
ble toboth alcoholism and broadbrush
programs, contracted and in-house
programs, brief-service and extended-
follow-up programs, and programs
that have either extensive computer
capability or want something simple
for a PC. Software should be de-
veloped after there is agreement and
national recommendations on defini-
tions and data elements. Hopefully,
such software would be developed by
a variety of independent software

tacts should be recorded as program consultation services
for the employer. Ifthe employee becomes an EAP client,
the consultation about that person becomes part of the
employee's file.
Case-management functions, such as reviewing con-

tinuedstay in achemical-dependencytreltmentprogram
when the EAP has not been involved with the individual,
are considered program services to the employer and not
case services. Case files should be kept on each indi-
vidual, rather than each family unit.
UTILIZATION

Utilization is based on the total number of family units
with whom there was some conversation and helping ac-
tivityduring the time period being reported. A family unit
is awork-related individual and any dependents.

Families Utilizing = Employee Family Units
(families with one or more cases)

Payroll Count

Employees Utilizing = Employees (cases with activity)
Payroll Count

(employees el igible for program)

Members Utilizing* = Individuals (cases)
Eligible Members

*This form of calculating utilization is used only in com-
paring utilization to other benefit programs and costs. It
indicates the extent of family involvement.
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companies, and would eventually be
tailored to the needs of different types
of EAPs.

Will it take a computer to operate
the recommended system? After some
debate, it was decided that one cannot
efficiently manage even a small pro-
gram accountably without some com-
puter support. However, many of us

may not use computers for case man-
agement activities, such as for signal-
ingwhen to follow up with a client.

PROCEEDING FROM HERE

The Data Management Committee
will be seekingthe approval of organi-
zations involved in the EAP field.

EAP Dafia Collection Elements
The following are record-keeping elements which
have been agreed upon by the Data Management
Committee as recommended options in the data man-
agement system. Programs are free to add items to
meet their own unique needs. Not shown are sub-
categoriesunder many of the bulleted items.

1) Collected on all persons at opening session
~ Identifying information
• Relationship to work-related individual
• Information sources
• Referral source
• Feedback to referral source
• EAP status at opening (new, reopened, etc.)
• Type of medical benefits
• Family history of significant problems

(counselor's use only)
• Has had any previous help

2) Demographic data
• Gender •Age •Race/Ethnicity •Marital Status

3) Collected on employees only at opening session
• Employment status of work-related individual
• Previous benefit usage •Job level
• Occupation •Work shift
• Names and ages of all in household (counselor's

use only)
• Type of work-performance problem (in

counselor's judgement)
• Reduced productivity in last six (6) months
• Referred to EAP for work-performance problems
• Cumulative years of service • Union status

4) Collected by time of follow-up or closing
o Primary problem
• health •addiction •relationships
• environmental

• Person on medication
~ Individual crucial for safety of people,

information, property
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In seeing this project to completion,
the EAP field will have a "common
language" for the collection of EAP
data, flexible enough for use by al I EAP
practitioners.
Copies of the complete set of data ele-

ments wi I I be sent to ALMACA chapters
for distribution to interested members.
Your comments are welcome. ❑

• Risk of violence
• Other notifications
• Permission to follow-up
• Referrals

• Referral information •Referral process
• Type of referral (offered, accepted, carried
through, plan cost, client cost) •Resource
availability •Financial constraints in selecting
optimum resource

• Client signed statement of understanding
• EAP Status at closing
• Job status at closing
• Case unit summary
• Participant survey form

5) Client-specific contact record—collected for
each contact regarding a specific case
• Date, day of week, hour, mode, and place of

contact
• EAP staff member involved
• Person(s) involved in contact
• Purpose of contact
• Duration of contact
• EAP status (active, follow-up, closed)
• TreatmenUservice status (in treatment,

completed, dropped out, etc.)
• Progress toward problem resolution
• Work performance status
• Next action (content and date)
• Billing information (if appropriate)

6) Employer-specific EAP activities--collected for
each EAP activity not related to a specific client
or case
• Date, mode, and place of activity
~ EAP staff persons) involved
• Type of activity
~s Person(s) involved in activity
o Number of persons involved
• Duration of activity

A case contact record will accompany the record-
keepingelements listed above.
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Patrick D. Griffin
Executive Director
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in Florida only: 1-800-247-8897

ur new facility in vlTest
Palm Beach, Florida

ervices
• individual assessment
• skilled nursing unit
• residential primary treatment
• day treatment/out patient
• family program
• aftercare
• patient follow-up
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ONE MEMBER'S
VIEW

Crime Commission Solution Inadequate
by Walter F. Scanlon
Operations Director
Freeport Medical Associates
New York, NY
and editor of the
New York City
Chapter newsletter

Downs of doberman pinschers
can be seen running through
locker rooms sniffing out il-

legal substances, tearing attache cases
away from young executives, frothing
and bearing teeth atem~loyees return-
ing from lunch. Management "en-
forcers" are escorting suspect employ-
ees to laboratories to undergo testing.
Name plates identifying "Urine" rooms,
"Blood" rooms, "Polygraph: Lie De-
tection" rooms or "Personnel Division,
Toxicology Department' rooms can
be found along corporate corridors.

Corporate "barber shops"—not a fringe
benefit, but rather a lab where locks of
hair are tested—determine whether or
not mood-altering chemicals have
been consumed. Private security offi-
cersobserving employee behavior and
plainclothes sleuths apply their craft
on assembly lines and in company
cafeterias. Cash rewards encourage
employees to turn in fellow employees
who might be using mood-altering
chemicals—on or off the job. All "vio-
lators" will be fired, etc.

Attempts tofind and eliminatework-
place drug and alcohol problems, as
perceived by the President's Commis-
sion on Organized Crime, will never
go this far. Right? Wrong! Most of the
tactics cited above come out of re-
cently published articles. The Com-
mission has asked all U.S. companies
to test their employees and has urged

the government, not only to test its
own employees, but to withhold fed-
eral contracts from private companies
that do not! A New York Daily News
article reports the Commission's posi-
tion: "Those who flunk the test will be
fired."

As in any controversial issue there
are, of course, arguments for both
sides. Work organizations are not
treatment programs, and the use of il-
legal drugs on the job calls for discipli-
nary action. The sale and possession of
such substances are criminal acts (or
violations), and work organizations
must take whatever action is necessary
to eliminate this activity; that is, ac-
tions that are within reason. But what
about the fourth and 14th amendments'
safeguards of privacy and due process?
Our homes are protected by law from
illegal search and seizure. Shouldn't

~-I• ''~I T~~ L
A private psychiatric facility

providing care for over a century

Intensive Treatment Unit
Adolescent Program
Substance Abuse Program
Geriatric Program

For further information, contact the

Admissions Coordinator
Bournewood Hospital
300 South Street
Brookline, MA 02167
(617)469-0300



"Our homes are
protected by law from

illegal search and
seizure. Shouldn't our
body fluids also be

protected?"

our body fluids also be protected from
such violations?
What about the dignity of and re-

spect for those individuals who never
use drugs on the job=or never use
drugs at all, for that matter? Is this not
as important as "nailing" that smaller
percentage of those who do?And most
of all, what about-EMPLOYEE ASSIST-
ANCE PROGRAMS? Had the Presi-
denYs Commission.. on Organized

Crime never heard of an employee/
member assistance program? If it had,
it might have also recommended that
all U.S. companies install EAPs, urging
the government to withhold federal
contracts from private companies that
do not! If every work organization had
awell-articulated alcohol/drug policy
and an effective EAP, we might not
need all these dogs running through
employee locker rooms.
The Presidents Commission on Or-

ganized Crime did a fine job in com-
pleting that task for which it was com-
missioned—the study of organized
crime. How it ever involved itself in
workplace problems before ending its
tenure is unclear. It is clear, however,
that the Commission had not done its
homework before offering its solu-
tion—a solution that is, at best, in-
adequate. ❑

The
l~Ie~ York Hospital

Cornell
Medical Center
~STCH~ST~R DIVISIOl~I

When other programs have failed ...And when alcoholism,
sedativism or cocaine abuse is linked to major psychiatric
problems ...Consider inpatient treatment at one of the
country's leading, university-based, psychiatric centers ...

AI,COHOI, TI~ATM~NT SEIZVIC~
1 week detoxification program

1-3 month rehabilitation program
•Individual, group and family therapy •Activity therapy and career guidance
• Alcoholics Anonymous meetings •Substance Anonymous meetings

•Intensive medical care and follow-up •Aftercare counseling
• Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage •Major insurance coverage

(in some cases) •Programs for children of alcoholics

"°",' For fiu-ther information call (91~) 997-580~,
,,_~

or v~~rite Alcohol Treatment Service
U~w :`~ °; ~~ ='~' va' The New York Hospital-Westchester Division

°~~ ~;~``~ ~`~ ~~` 21 Bloomingdale Road, White Plains, NY 10605

The
Gracie Square
Hos ~tal

o ° ~[~

is patient centered.
At Gracie Square Hospital, treatment for
the dually-diagnosed is patient-centered
rather than program-centered. For the
patient with a psychiatric illness and a
dependency on alcohol and/or drugs, the
Dual-Focus Program places emphasis on
real response to the specific what and the
crucial when of patient need. Augmenting
its ability to respond creatively to need is
the program's cooperation with the
educational services of Breakthrough
Concepts, Inc.

The goal of the Gracie Square Hospital
Dual-Focus Program is for patients to
function at their highest potential in life
and on the job, and to better utilize self
help groups after discharge.

For Program Information
and Admissions Call:

~I, I I

o (~ ~l[~
(212) 988-4400

Gracie Square Hospital
420 East 76th Street

New York, New York 10021

'JCAH Accredited. Licensed by the N.Y.
State Office of Mental Health, the N.Y. State
Division of Alcoholism and the N.Y. State
Division of Substance Abuse Services.
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Dear Fellow ALMACANs: ~~~„ ,. ~' ~'

~,~M1` ~ As professional EAP practitioners, I think we can all be pleased by the progres~wand~
r ~"~~ t~ acceptance that employee assistance programs have achieved in American industry.

~~ ~, ; ~ Multinational American corporations have frequently extended the coverage of their
~~~~~;~ ~, ; EAPs to foreign-based American employees and to employees who are citizens of

~'~ ~ those countries in which they have operations. Additionally, the EAP concept hay at-
~~ ~i v , , tracted the attention of foreign-based corporations who see it as a useful and needed

~~~W~ ~ addition to their operations.
" Some years ago ALMACA recognized the special needs of those seeking to estab-'

x~=«ys ~` ' ~ lish EAPs in IocationsoutsideoftheUnitedStates b creatin an International Re ion.Y g g
Through this new region, we have established communications between multi-

~;yy~~,~~~~`` national employers and foreign-based EAPs to discuss common problems and share
t solutions to them. I am pleased that an ALMACA chapter has solidly taken hold in

,~~~ Europe and that EAPs have been established in many countries throughout the world.
`' As one would imagine, the American concept of an EAP has to be altered to fit cultural

differences in other countries and other conditions, such as in the instance of the
limited availability of helping resources.
The following articles describe EAPs and. EAP activities throughout the world. I hope.

~'u`~ '~~`~'~~`~`~"~~s` it will serve to inform ALMACANs on the operational and philosophical similarities
~ ~~ and differences that characterize our profession abroad.

2;;;- Sincerely,

;~~ ,
~Gtr ~%2%~t~.

~J~~,,,1` William G. Durkin, Ph.D.
~; International Region Representative

~l t:: Y7:
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NOW TO IMPROVE YOUR BUSINESS.
D ATICALLY.

Introducing Problem And gets results.
Solving Theatre. Our troupe acts out real situations

What does acommunication prob- that occur on the job. Giving your
lem look like? How can you tell when staff aface-to-face demonstration of
drug or alcohol abuse is affecting how to recognize di~culties. How
performance? If you do see problems, to confront them constructively.
what should you do? And how to develop a personal plan
Complex problems call for dramatic for improvement.

solutions: The solution of Problem Improve your employees' perfor-
Solving Theatre. A powerful and mance. Call Meg Givnish, Director
innovative approach to organizational of Community Education at (215)
problem solving, it puts the drama 487.4003. Because sometimes,
of theater to work for your company. acting speaks louder than words.

~~ A member o(the Clwrtcr Medical Corporation family o(qualily he.Jthcare (acildies.

~~''IOG~t F

•~

~STI~~~'
YOUR EMPLOYEES ARE

YOUR BUSINESS.

561 Fairthorne Ave.,
Philadelphia, PA 19128.

r ~
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ons~ erat~ons or
m ement~ n ..-

t v r~~ea~s ocat~onssa e

by Rudy M. Yandrick

t a recent research forum in Washington, D.C. titled
"International Symposium on Patterns of Alcohol
Use and Misuse Among Different Populations," the
results of a study were shared which examined

norms for alcohol consumption among Mexicans, Scots and
Zambians.' The researchers, Drs. Irving Rootman and David
Hawks, explained that among their findings:
• in Mexico, where the prototype drinker was a male who
drank infrequently but heavily, and suffered a surprising
number of self-reported problems, "men in the rural com-
munity drank more and experienced more personally and
socially damaging consequences than men in the urban
community;"
• in Scotland, "the community largely accepted alcoholism
as being a disease, at a time when professional opinion in
Scotland was changing from the medical concept."
• in Zambia, "relatively few Zambians drank; those who
did appeared to make little distinction between drinking and
getting drunk; they were either regular, heavy drinkers or
abstainers."

Citing these and other data, the researchers concluded
that there are "striking differences between the communities

Rudy M. Yandrick is editor of THE ALMACAN. He extends
thanks to the persons granting interviews for this article.
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in theirdrinking practices, in their attitudestowarddrinking,
in the kinds of alcohol-related problems they experienced
and in the ways in which they went about responding to
these problems."
Would sensitivity to sociocultural variances such as these

be of concern to multinational firms planningto export U.S.-
model EAPs overseas? THE ALMACAN asked this of some
administrators with EAPs at overseas installations, and their
response was an emphatic "yes," with the qualification that
differences extend far beyond drinking behavior.
The most operative rule of thumb in overseas occupa-

tional programming may well be, "to be forewarned is to be
forearmed." A country with a hostile labor and management
relationship, for example, can pose insurmountable prob-
lemsfor an EAP. The union may perceive the EAP as a puni-
tive arm of the company. On the other hand, in a country
like West Germany, with approximately 250,000 U.S. mili-
tary personnel and a populace conditioned to many Ameri-
can values, there may be fewer built-in biases against EAPs.
A third-world country may welcome EAPs as a means of
eradicating worker problems, but lack the treatment net-
workfor dealing with chemical dependency.
Ci rcumstances such as these suggest that EAP policy and op-

eration must be compatible with the cultural nuances in the
host country and take into account its citizens' attitudes,



especially toward substance use and abuse. Bill Morgan,
who worked five years in Europe as an EAP consultant for
Charter International, and is the recentfounderofAlcohol &
Drugs Aftercare Counseling Centers in Brunswick, Georgia,
cites the British as an example. "A social mandate of any-
body living in Britain is to be recognized at the local pub,
and you can find one every two or three blocks," he says.
"Men, women and children all go, so the pub is definitely
part of the family constellation. When you take a family
member and say that he should no longer be involved in his
basic social activity, then you are asking him to do the near
impossible. A plan for rehabilitation must be built around
this social functioi~;,or else the entire family must be re-
moved from it." \.

JOB PERFORMAf~C~

The export of a U.S:=u~odel,EAP may require a preliminary,
thorough program evaluation. The most basic tenets of EAP
practitioning shoukJ~not be overlooked, including job-per-
formance criteria,.the~cornerstone of American practice. At
foreign installations, such as The Singer Company's Link
Flight Simulation,Di ~i~`s~ion facility in Great Britain, alterna-
tives are necessary to Help problem workers. "The threat of
job loss ortermination in the U. K. is not nearly as great as it is
here," explains Bill O'Donnell; the Division's EAPs director.
"To terminate an employe~in England is analogous to a
school board firing a popular, tenured school teacher herein
the U.S. Theold style, U:S. occupational alcoholism referral
of 'either you get yourself to the drunk farm or get out the
door' simply does not exist in our British model of program-
ming. The EAP practitioner must find creative ways to en-
courage self referrals."
The case against job-performance is partially due to per-

vasive inefficiency at foreign plants. Bill Morgan notes that
in Britain, for example, two people are often hired to fill one
job, and production quotas are less rigid than in the U.S. As
a result, more reliance is placed on self-referrals than super-
visory, Even in tf~e latter case, O'Donnell adds, they are
more often "the result of firm suggestions or expressions of
concern than a very strongly worded, tough-love approach."

Also, in some countries, termination nearly always pro-
vokes acourt case and subsequent reinstatement of the em-
ployee. This may be particularly true when termination
stemming from drinking is in a society where cultural mores
foster a tolerance of drunkenness and sympathy for the al-
coholic. (See Susan Stolz's comment about "final warnings"
on page 38.)

Another common obstacle, especially in Europe, is created
by supervisors who shun monitoring and documenting work
performance deficiencies. It calls into question the viability
of supervisory training and whether the supervisors are
American expatriates orhost-country nationals. The nationals,
for reasons already cited, may be less aware of the impor-

Bill O'Donnell: "The threat
of job loss or termination in
the U.K. is not nearly as great as it is here.
To terminate an employee is analagous to
a school board firing a popular, tenured

school teacher here in the U.S."

tance of documentation. This becomes a greater factor for
multinational firms when management of the facility is vested
primarily in the hands of nationals.
According to Behrouz Shahandeh of the International

Labour Organisation (ILO), a tripartite coalition of govern-
ment, business and trade representatives, work-perform-
ance documentation may be regarded by workers and super-
visors alike as marching to the orders of upper management
and otherwise meddling in private affairs. "I have seen
American supervisory training tapes, and the supervisors
seem rather mechanical in their actions. This is not going to
work in many European locations," he adds.

LABOR UNIONS

EAP administrators need a clear understanding of the labor/
management relationship in overseas facilities. Bill Perry-
man, who has extended EAP services to workers in several
overseas locations for ALCOA, notes, "Labor unions in
Europe and Australia appear more suspicious of manage-
ment's motives on EAP than in the U.S., and are more hesitant
to become involved with EAPs. If they accept it, they will
want more control than in the U.S. They are very protective
of their private lives, especially as they would perceive a
program delving into their homes."

Serious repercussions can result from poor management
liaison with labor. The result may bean actual or perceived
lack of support and commitment, coupled with an apparent
conflict of motives. Shahandeh and Steven J. Allsop, a con-
sultant to the ILO, stressed at a recent industrial alcoholism
symposium that management is often viewed as "using
policies and program to increase production and profit by
expanding the arena of management influence, whereas
labor organizations may be more concerned with safeguard-
ingthe employment of their members and encouraging the
development of members who are healthy and well-adjusted."z
To illustrate the friction that exists between labor and

management in some countries, one EAP administrator re-
lated an occurrance when he implemented an EAP at his
corporation's west European facility six years ago. "The
union president claimed the EAP was a plan to fire people. In
his eyes, his paternalistic posture was threatened. He
wanted all the union members to come to him with their
problems and not to any representative of management," he
recalls. Today, although the union president no longer ac-
tivelyopposes the program, he chooses to ignore it.
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Bill Perryman: "There is
/~ still a heavy social stigma

(in Europe), a'less-of-a-man' weakness
attached to the alcoholic, to the point
that to accuse a fellow is to ruin him

SOCldl~y.~~

DRUG OF CHOICE

Once an EAP is implemented, getting to the worst substance
abusers of an employee population means understanding
the primary drugs) of choice in a particularcountry, in what
social setting they are used, and knowing the enabling sys-
temsthat come into play. While alcohol is prevalent in west-
ern Europe and many other areas, Bill Morgan notes that "in
Moslem countries, where they are religiously forbidden to
drink alcohol., they smoke hashish. In China it isopium. And
in Tunisia, instead of~ pubs, the men go to coffee bars. The
culture of the bars includes the use of opium and hashish,
though. So knowledge of how these three drugs mix is a val-
uableaddition to the EAP bag of knowledge."

Bill Perryman adds that workers in Wales and on main-
land Europe prefer alcohol. "There definitely is still a heavy
social stigma, an embarrassment, a 'less-of-a-man weakness'
attached to the alcoholic, to the point thatto accuse a fellow
would amount to ruining him socially. Therefore, the strong
tendency is to leave him alone and cover him up. This feeds
the alcoholic's denial system."
He saysthat, limited tonon-invasive means, only extreme

alcoholism cases normally precede EAP-initiated referrals to
treatment. He relates this experience: "When I was touring
one of our European plants recently, a supervisor with me
pointed to an employee working one of the machines who
he suspected had a drinking problem. Anyone on the street
could have determined that this guy had a severe drinking
problem—because he looked like a fossil! We did get him
into treatment, and I recently received a letter from the
supervisor explaining that the worker was progressing well
in recovery. But this shows how grim a situation can be be-
fore help is accepted."

TREATMENT SYSTEMS

The diversity of treatment systems abroad reflects the orien-
tation of acountry to its health-care problems. For example,
socialized medicine is prevalent outside of the U.S. and re-
garded inthose nations (by written or unwritten charter) as a
mandate of government, not business and industry. This can
have a dramatic effect on the immediate availability of ser-
vices, costs to workers and employers, and models of treat-
mentdelivery. (See Bitten and Keis' commentson socialized
medicine, on pages 26-28.)
On the last point, alcoholism treatment overseas often
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teaches "controlled drinking," which permits a return to re-
stricted levelsofalcoholconsumption instead ofabstinence.
Also, Bill Morgan says that treatment programs in West Ger-
many are commonly six months or more in duration, a length
of time intolerable to most U.S. businesses. Thirty-five of 37
alcoholism treatment hospitals in London use controlled
drinking treatment models, he adds..
The lack of rehabilitation facilities, even in some of the

more industrialized countries, poses a serious problem. Some
multinational firms use this to their long-term advantage,
though, by overseeing development of new treatment re-
sources. Johnson & Johnson isoneexample. When J&) intro-
duced EAPs at its industrial plants in Brazil several years ago
and offered assistance under its LIVE FOR LIFER Assistance
Programs, there were no proximate alcoholism treatment
centers. Forthat reason, accordingto Thomas Desmond, the
programs' corporate director, "We developed a 'begetting
system.' We got in touch with ahealth-care provider who
wanted to set up a rehabilitation clinic and provided the
seed money. I helped pick th~taff; which was trained at
Hazelden (Center City, MN). Toddy, we have Hazelden-
model (based on abstinence) rehak~s in Rio and Sao Paulo."
Recently, Desmond notes, anotAmerican company
opened an outpatient center in Sao Paulo.

DEVELOPED VS. UNDERDEVELORED COUNTRIES

EAP findings are beginning to accumulate on the differences
between relatively underdeveloped countries such as
Brazil, and developed or more indus~ri~lized countries such
as England. With)&1 facilities in both nations, Desmond re-
latesthese experiences: "Brazil is rr~u~h-more open to bring-
ing in the technology of the U.S. They do not have any
great belief systems which would affect EAPs, especially
about the treatmentof alcoholism and chemical dependency.
"When Johnson &Johnson went into Brazil, we used an occu-

pationalalcoholism program because the social-service sys-
temswere already in place to deal with other mental-health
problems i n the workplace. We took one social worker who
had a special interest in alcoholism and chemical depen-
dency and gave her further training in EAP work. We also
provided alcohol, drug and EAP training to management.

"In Britain, we tied our program, to a degree, with the
'welfare officer' concept, which has historical ly handled the
problems of troubled workers in British industry. This en-
abled us to run a program more closely to the U.S. style. The
officer, who was formerly known (in British history) as a'tea
and sympathy person,' handles broadbrush problems, such
as emotional, financial, legal, chemical dependency and so
on.,,

Behrouz Shahandeh cites other differences between
countries. For example, EAP work is almost infeasible in
some nations because companies by law must fire anyone
who they know has taken drugs or is found in possession of



them. He says that in some countries, execution is still the
form of punishment for these offenses. "In Africa," he states,
"you find almost an absence of policy and legislation but, in
Asia, most countries have strong laws and enforce them as
closely as possible. Compulsory referral for drug use is com-
mon in southeast Asia." Elsewhere, such as in Latin Ameri-
ca, he says, laws have been passed to counter-attack mas-
sive drug and alcohol problems, but governments do not
have the executive arm or public acceptance to carry them
out.

Finally, the m igration of you ng workers from rural farms to
urban areas is common in developingcountries. "Theirsup-
port systems are lefkbehind and steps need to be taken to
help young workers, who are more susceptible to drug
pushers," notes ShahanZieh.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION ISSUES

Cultural values;' local tr~~tment availability and other con-
siderations such as these mesh to create some unique ad-
ministrative issues for E~Ps.
One of them is staffing. Bill Perryman notes that full-time

practitioning overseas may not be practical because many
occupational prograrck sophistication. AtALCOAfacil-
ities, he uses "the best~ambination of helpers available in
that particular country,:~which usually includes state-agency
personnel (e.g. social workers or mental-health specialists)
or scarce private-agency personnel, along with a plant
worker who runs the EAP as a collateral job. These workers

Help for Multinational EAPs
~ A any EAP professionals with international pro-
Ir~grams recommend that administrators expanding
their programs to foreign locations, meet with foreign
consultants on matters relating to the culture, labor,
chemical-dependency patterns, etc. of the host coun-
try. The following are organizations and contacts
which are available to assist EAP administrators or
refer them to appropriate consultants.

National Institute on Drug Abuse,
Office of the Director of Medical and International
Affairs
Contact: Dr. James Cooper, Room 10-005, 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857; (301) 443-6458.

National Institute on Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse,
Office of International and Intergovernmental Affairs
Contact: Lee Towle, Director, Room 16-95, 5600
Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857; (301) 443-2593.

International Labour Organisation (ILO),
Vocational Rehabilitation Branch

Behrouz Shahandeh: "I
have seen American
supervisory training films, and the

supervisors seem rather mechanical in
their actions. This is not going to work in

many European locations."

are managed by the local human resource manager, the
same as in ALCOA's U.S. facilities. Under no circumstances,
Perryman stresses, are U.S. expatriates used. He audits the
overseas programs by corresponding and reviewing their
records, and he conducts an on-site audit at leastonce
annually.

Bill O'Donnell adds that at Singer-Link's British facility,
his EAP coordinator is a U.K. citizen and along-term em-
ployee at the plant. She was trained during O'Donnell's
biannual visits to Britain and in internal training sessions for
EAP coordinators, held during off years, in the U.S.
O'Donnell says that other training has been possible through
seminars at the Johnson Institute (Center City, MN), partici-
pation in the European ALMACA Chapter, and various Lon-
don-based workshops, lectures, etc.

For an EAP initially setting up shop overseas, Shahandeh
recommends that administrators team up with a consultant
from the host country so that, together, they can construct an
EAP approach sensitive to the value systems of national citi-
zens. He notes that the ILO, for example, has counselors
specially trained in drug and alcohol issues to provide such

Contact: Behrouz Shahandeh, CH-1211, Geneve 22,
Switzerland; (international operator) 99-68-22, and
(New York City office) (212) 697-0150.

World Health Organization (WHO)
Contact: Marcus Grant, Senior Scientist, 20 Avenue
Appia, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland; (international
operator) 91-21-11.

D. Wayne Cornell, National EAP Consultant, Health
and Welfare Canada, Room 1953, Jeanne Mance
Building, Tunney's Pasture, Ottawa, Canada K1A OL3;
(613) 990-7583. (Mr. Cornell was author of the 1984
report of the WHO-ILO International Survey on
Occupational Alcoholism Programs.)

International Council on Alcoholism and Addictions
QCAA)
Contacts: Archer Tongue, President, Case Postale
140, 1001 Lausanne, Switzerland; (international
operator) 20-98-65 (or 66).
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assistance. Other organizations providing assistance in-
cludes NIAAA and NIDA, the World Health Organization
and the International Council on Alcoholism and Addictions
(see boxed article, page 23).

It bears repeating that cultural biases oftentimes necessi-
tate aheavy reliance of self referrals. Forthat reason, EAP ad-
ministratorsshould also maximize the use of avai table work-
place networks. Peer pressure is extremely important in
Europe, Shahandeh says, and work councils, which are as-
sociations of workers at a single job site and usually com-
posed of members of different unions, can be of value to
EAPs.
Another administrative issue concerns extraneous EAP re-

sponsibilities. Bill Durkin, employee assistance managerfor
Atlantic Richfield Company, and ALMACA International Re-
gion Representative, helped ARCO establish five strategies
in 1984 for hiring and orienting employees for third-world
assignments. At that time, it affected American citizens
going on location in China. Those strategies are:
• Screening potential employees and family members for
hiring. (not drug screening)
•Orienting employees and family members before moving
to the host country.
• Providing wellness-education activities for employees
once on location.
• Locating and assessing EAP resources in the area.
• Employing an on-site counselor, where possible, or a
"circuit rider."

Durkin says that a strategy like this may result in cost sav-
ings for many companies because of fewer recal led employ-
ees who cannot adapt to a radically different cultural
environment. "This is a relatively new area of EAP responsi-
bility," he stresses, "but one which more EAPs may be re-
quired to fill more often in the future."

THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Overseas expansion of U.S.-based EAPs for multinational
firms is an issue which looms on the horizon of the employee
assistance field. Why? Consider these factors:
• Despite widespread calls for protectionism, continued in-
ternational trade is vital to local economies throughout the
world.
• Global competition often requires global investment. For
example, geographical incompatibility may require a plas-
tics producer in Los Angeles to open a plant in Oslo to be
competitive in northern Europe.
• Many foreign countries regard alcoholism and drug abuse
today the way the U.S. did in the 1950s and 60s. One might
expect progress in continuing to break through the national
denial of chemical dependency abroad.
• Cut-rate international travel fares are continuing to draw
us into a tighter global community.
Although the mingling of people from different corners of
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the world will expectantly result in more commonalities,
centuries-old practices and customs wane slowly. For that
reason the issues raised in this article, as well as others that
arise on acase-by-case basis, wi I I probably be of greater sig-
nificance for multinational EAPs in the future.
As Bill O'Donnell phrases it, "To watch this evolution and

even play the role of catalyst is most exciting and certainly
challenging."

FOOTNOTES

'Irving Rootman and David Hawks, Ph. D., from the draft
paper "Some Reflections on the World Health Organization
Project on Community Response to Alcohol-Related Prob-
lems." Dr. Hawks managed this community-response proj-
ectfrom 1977-1984, and Dr. Rootman from 1979-1984.
2 Behrouz Shahandeh and Steven J. Allsop, "Tripartism,
Convergence of Interests and Implications for Planning
Occupational Alcoholism Programmes." Presented at the
Second International Symposium on Industrial Alcoholism
Prevention, Frankfurt, West Germany, on May 20-22,
1986. ❑

International Resource
Directory Is Being dated
The ALMACA Office is presently updating the

ALMACA International Resource Directory. A
premise in compilingthefirstedition, published in July
1985, was that ALMACANs who returned from over-
seas visits; or otherwise had recent contacts, would
critique information in the first edition and provide new
information.
The format of the Directorywill change slightly, but

the basic information it contains will remain the same.
The categories for organizations listed will include
EAPs, treatment facilities, and mental health and
chemical dependency professionals. Complete names
and addresses will be provided.
Members sending information are asked to provide:

name of organization, contact person, address and
phone number of facility, treatment approach for re-
habilitation centers (i.e. AA-oriented, Freudian, etc.),
dominant languages) spoken at the facility, and your
opinion of the quality of care provided.

Please forward information to ALMACA's graduate
intern, Peggy Montgomery, at ALMACA, 1800 N.
Kent Street, Suite 907, Arlington, VA 22209. Your
prompt response wi I I enable ALMACA to complete the
Directory in a timely and efficient manner, and pro-
vide better service to our foreign and international
members.



harter Medical Corporation,
the leading innovator in
the healthcare industry,

continues to build new addictive
disease and psychiatric hospitals
throughout the country at an
astounding rate. This growth has
enhanced our capability to support
EAP providers and companies
attuned to assisting employees
with chemical dependencies and
emotional problems.

We're searching for healthcare
professionals with experience in
program development and manage-
ment, community and business
relations, and in-patient and out-
~atient counseling.

Charter's strong emphasis is on
family involvement, extensive after-
care programs, and follow-up
contacts with patients, family and
employees. In a supportive, home-
like environment, our professionals
work with patients to reach our
common goal—the abstinence
from alcohol and drugs and the
successful return to the home and
workplace.

Charter's growth to 80 facilities
throughout the country allows u~
to exchange state-of-the-art clinical
information among our hospitals
and devise standards for quality
treatment. You will have the oppor-
tunity to approach a variety of
challenges and your ideas for
improvement and change will be
met with enthusiasm.

If you would like to learn more
about the rewards of putting your
skills to work with one of the
fastest growing, most progressive
healthcare companies in America,
please send us your resume or a
letter detailing your experience,
including salary history and U.S.
geographic preference, in confi-
dence to the address below:

Charter Medical Corporation
Attn: Phil Greenhill
11050 Crabapple Road,
Suite D 120
Roswell, GA 30075
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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IN CANADA

•

romo ~n a ross-..
e ~ ~za ion o ears

by Chris Bitten and Arlene Keis

ow that ALMACA has divided
territory beyond U.S. borders
into two regions—Canadian
and International—some in-

terestingquestions emerge. Cana profes-
sional association adequately serve con-
stituencies across national boundaries
without taking stock of the significant dif-
ferences in EAP settings and practices be-
tween countries? How much of the tradi-
tional American EAP, its roots so firmly
entwined in the social and industrial phil-
osophy of. the U.S., can take hold in
another culture? Can the "core technol-
ogy" of the employee assistance programmes serve as an in-
ternational language for practitioners? Should a practitioner
credential reflect an awareness of national differences and
minimize American cultural bias?
The Canadian authors of this article want to raise these

and other issues for further discussion. It is no secret that
professional associations other than ALMACA are luring
the new EAP practitioner in Canada with gimmicks and
promises not unlike those in a heated political debate. The
essential issues, however, are obscured in this smoggy
atmosphere.
We need much clearer thought about how cross-fertiliza-

tion can occur to strengthen, refine and further develop EAP
philosophies. We need means to support and inform the in-
dividual practitioners, wherever he or she may live. We do
have much to learn from each other. No longer is it a one-
way street; the "pioneering phase," if you will, is over.
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One vital differ nce between Canada
and the U.S. is in their respective health
care systems. These-differences create
many implications fbr EAP design and
practice. Canadahas a "universal" health
care system, 'rr~~~g that the govern-
ment subsidizes the system so heavily
through general taxation that Canadians
have access to albaspects of a fairly com-
prehensive and reasonably homogene-
ous health system. ~~he insurance pre-
mium paid by Canadians is extremely
low.

Alcoholism treatment centres and basic
mental health services are funded or administered by pro-
vincial government bureaucracies, not by corporations run
for profit. There are benefits and drawbacks to this scheme.
The most obvious benefits are affordability and elimination
of costly and troublesome private medical insurance
schemes. The drawbacks include waiting lists of services,
the fact that services are very vulnerable to cutbacks during
economic downturns and political changes, and the general
absence of a profit motive or the need to compete for clien-
tele, which has a negative effect on the quality of service at
times.

Recently, Canadians have suffered a round of "restraints"
and subsequent service cutbacks. In remote areas, espe-
cially, it is now difficult to find services to which clients may
be usefully referred. Many an EAP practitioner has been
called on to provide long-term counseling fora clientwho is
in a remote area or is on a waiting list for treatment.



PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE CARE COSTS

The fees of psychologists, counsellors and other therapists
are, however, not paid by provincial health schemes. Be-
cause Canadians have been conditioned to expect free
health services, it is difficult to motivate clients to pay for
these private practitioners' services when needed (and many
private practitioners find it hard to make a living as a result).

Psychiatrists' services, though, are insured by the govern-
ment. Many times, when a client with psychological prob-
lems is offered a choice between a busy and mediocre psy-
chiatrist (free) or a psychologist specializing in their problem
area (at $80 an her), the client insists on the psychiatrist.
Clients, then, often wait months to see a competent psychia-
trist. Who fills the gap 6y dealing with crisis and comforting
the client? The EAP;practitioner!

Employee assistance practice is considerably different for
the treatment of chemical dependency in Canada. Provincial
governments fund or administer outpatient counseling ser-
vices, detoxificatid~a cetalres and inpatient treatment facilities.
Treatment centres-t{iat produce good results are frequently
booked months in advance. It is often impossible, therefore,
for the EAP practitioner to take advantage of the temporary
breakdown in denial through constructive confrontation,
and get the client into immediate treatment.
Of even greater frustration is that detoxification centres

are usually separate from treatment centres; the client is de-
toxified, then must wait two weeks for treatment! Again, the
EAP mustfill the gap., \
The absence of the competitive-corporate-profit motive

among treatment centres in Canada can mean a refreshing
change from the hucksterism, hype, trendiness and sugges-
tions of miracle cures that are common in U.S.-style treat-
mentpromotion. The disadvantage is in the lack of motiva-
tion to keep centres up to date, to reach outtonew clientele
such as women, adult COAs and youth, and to explore related
treatment areas such as overeating, bulemia and anorexia.

Dr. Martin Shain of Ontario's Addiction Research Foun-
dationsays that we i n Canada are in a state of "national
denial" about cocaine addiction and that Canadian treat-
ment centres tend to follow drug-use trends belatedly in-
stead of offering treatment in a proactive way.

TREATMENT PHILOSOPHY

Treatment philosophy about chemical dependency is also
quite different, in many instances. In the U.S., the "Hazelden
model," built on the foundation of the AA recovery pro-
gramme, is widespread. In Canada, this model is also used,
but many centres employ a behaviour modification ap-
proach and provide little more than lip service to the con-
cept of AA involvement in aftercare and ignore the disease
concept of alcoholism entirely.

Controlled-drinking programmes are also available in

Canada. Dr. Mark Sobel I of the Addiction Research Founda-
tion describes these as useful for the client with "not tre-
mendouslyserious" drinking problems. The authors cannot
imagine this approach being received well in the U.S.,
where alcoholism is frequently seen as being like preg-
nancy—you either are or you are not, and degree is unim-
portant. Sobell describes the U.S. as having an "elephant
gun" approach to the problem of chemical dependency.
We do not wish, in this article, to discuss the wisdom of

various treatment approaches, but do want to point out that
tolerance of alternative treatment is common in Canada. As
yet, highly polarized arguments have not fragmented the
treatment community here, but one can imagine the many
pitfalls that the inexperienced EAP practitioner can face in
faci I itati ng treatment for cl Tents.

Murry Sanderson, an ALMACAN who runs Canada Em-
ploymentand Immigration's EAP in the Saskatchewan Region,
observes that the tougher, more AA-oriented treatment
centres (with on-premises detoxification) in North Dakota
may well be preferred by an EAP looking for a resource for a
client. Waiti ng is el i m i Hated and the more forcefu I, confron-
tive U.S. approach suits many clients better. A tacit recogni-
tion that Canadian and American treatment model differ-
ences produce significantly different client outcomes is
evinced in the fact that the Saskatchewan government health
scheme will reimburse costs for treatment in North Dakota
under certain circumstances.

"Many Canadian practitioners
view alcoholism as the outcome

of other problems, not as a disease
entity that produces
other problems."

On the other hand, Martin Shain argues that the Cana-
dian-government-administered treatment system allows
clients greater freedom of choice and more confidentiality
by separating treatment from the workplace/insurance net-
work. He sees the U.S. system as leadingto an inappropriate
paternalism on the part of U.S. corporations and to instances
of "medical tyranny."
Many Canadian EAP practitioners also view alcoholism as

the outcome of other problems, not as a disease entity that
produces other problems. This explains employee assist-
ance programmes that have an astonishingly low number of
clients with identified chemical dependency problems.
There are, the authors think, fewer recovering alcoholics/
addicts employed in EAPs in Canada. This, combined with
the lack of an occupational-alcoholism-model antecedent
in many companies and governments starting EAPs, has re-
sulted in the hiring of EAP personnel lacking the skills,
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knowledge or personal experience needed to screen ade-
quately for alcohol and drug problems. Perhaps industry
would not be clamouring for drug testing today if EAPs had
been more aggressive and effective in their assistance of
chemically dependent employees.

Clearly, ALMACA has fertile ground in which to plant its
important ideas about employee assistance practice.
Canada has many excellent EAPs and occupational alco-

holism programmes. Innovative approaches are common.
There are doubts, however, about how well EAP practition-
ers, as a community, have performed in imparting the EAP
body of knowledge and selling the benefits to management
in government and industry.

Lyell Armitage of the Saskatchewan Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Commission thinks that Canada lags far behind the
U.S. in "breaking through corporate denial," especially denial
about the prevalence of chemical dependency. He observes
that too many EAPs would rather deal with "nicer issues,"
such as wellness, career counselling, and stress manage-
ment. Confusion about EAP models is a very significant issue
in Canada.

Martin Shain describes an experimentcurrently underway
in Ontario (through the Addiction Research Foundation) to
investigate how wellness and health-promotion issues inter-
face with EAPs. Three sites—a psychiatric hospital, an auto-
mobile manufacturer and a municipal government—have
been chosen for model EAPs combining the traditional and
wel Ines concepts. The programmes wi I I then be thoroughly
evaluated to see if, indeed, this model can work and how
well it should be staffed and structured.

This theoretical and practical research is an example of
what EAP practitioners, worldwide, can use in designing or
redesigning their own programmes. The highly emotional
arguments about EAP models which,. in Shain's phrase,
"generate more heat than light," are much less useful.
One trend we are observing is an increasing difference in

EAP models between eastern and western Canada, the former
more inclined to include wellness, the latter more focused
on chemical dependency.

LEGAL SYSTEMS

Legal systems in the U.S. and Canada are also very different.
Canadians are generally less litigious, less inclined to sue
over liability issues. Some of the EAP work done in Canada
may, from a legal point of view, seem too risky to be done in
the U.S. Conversely, a Canadian practitioner may be con-
fronted by a lawsuit and be total ly unprepared.

Labour law, both federal and provincial, is different in
Canada. Although the EAP field is relatively new, legal prec-
edents are being set and need to be analyzed in light of the
differing labour codes. There are major differences in
Canada on the legality of issues such as clienUcounsellor
privilege, drug screening, confidentiality, third-party access
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to records, grievances and EAP, arbitration and EAP, and
more. In addition, Canada's new human rights legislation
has laid out employees' rights regarding physical or mental
disabilities, including dependency on alcohol or other
drugs. A backlog of cases awaits court decisions.

Experts in the field are predicting that, in the long run, an
employer's best defense will be a good, solid EAP. Canadian
employers, like it or not, may find they are more I fable if they
do not have a programme. Additionally, forthcoming court
decisions will have a serious impact on the joint labour-
management programmes now in existance.

LABOUR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONSHIPS

Labour-management relationships are markedly different in
Canada. Here, it is rare to find what Shain calls "neo-feudal"
corporate structures common in the U.S. Western Canada
has a particularly volatile labour-relations climate. Yet, in-
terestingly enough, successful, joint labour-management
programmes are far more prevalent in Western Canada than
in the East. British Columbia, the province with North Amer-
ica's most tempestuous labour-management climate, has
traditionally given strong support to joint EAPs.

Neutrality, confidentiality and a keen sense of
labour relations are survival skills for many EAP prac-
titioners. It is all too easy to get pulled into aunion-man-
agementtug-of-warthatcan snap a weak EAP. It can take a

Chris Bitten has administered the Em-
ployee Assistance Programme for
Canada Employment and Immigration,
British Columbia-Yukon Region, since
1983. He was employed as a counsellor
in the same programme over the prior
two years. He has a BA degree from the
University of Victoria, B.C., and is a cer-
tified alcohol and drug counsellor
(Hawaii). He is on the Programme Com-
mittee ofthe Western Canada Chapter of
ALMACA.

Arlene Keis has directed the Employee As-
sistance Programme at Canadian Pacific Air
Lines, in Vancouver, British Columbia,
since 1984. Previously, she worked as an ;' ;,~,
EAP coordinator/consultant for Interlock
Employee Assistance Society, based in
Kelowna, B.C. She also spent two years as a '~ ~
senior therapist at Crossroads Treatment
Centre, and was originally a junior secon-
dary teacher. Ms. Keis has an M.Ed. in coun- ~
selling psychology and is a registered social ~ ̀~
worker. She is vice president of ALMACA's Western Canada
Chapter and membership chairperson of the International Asso-
ciation of Airline Employee Assistance Programme.



"... it may be prudent for we
ALMACANs to ponder what the
'internationalization' of EAPs

will come to mean."

very long time to live down even the perception of poor
EAP practice in such a contentious atmosphere.

Historically, Canadian unions have made great contribu-
tions to EAPs, growing out of their early approval of alcohol-
ism programmes fo~heir members. Current directions are
more confusing, thou h, Forexample, the Canadian Labour
Congress has promot~ ~n alternative model since 1978. It
recommends giving basic training to union members in the
referral of coworkers to appropriate community agencies.
Such a system can coe~cist~within EAP; if it replaces an EAP,
however, questions should be raised about the level of ser-
vice to employees a~Cyd about the absence of service to trou-
bled managemen~Tl~is'~'peer-referral," in-shop model is
popular in eastern - Gaita~a; and with professional groups
such as doctors and pilots.
Canada is a bilingu~a. tion. This fact has afar-reaching

effect on national corpl~ations and government. Culture
and life-style differ widely between French and English
Canada, too. Large EAps fi~it essential to bridge this gulf
with well-trained, bilingual staff. Literature and promotional
material need to be aKailable in both languages.

It is a mistake to thinkbf Canada as states 51 through 60.
Visitors to Canada soon become aware ofthe distinctive out-
looks onlife that are found here. While many of the "golden
rules" about EAPs that have grown out of the American ex-
perience, research and literature can be translated into the
Canadian context, many cannot. Vast differences are evi-
dent in the way that the Canadian economy functions, in
social-service structures, in business ethics and in political
ideologies.,
With the continuing growth of EAPs worldwide, it may be

prudent. and timely for we ALMACANs to ponder what the
"internationalization" of EAPs wil I come to mean. The era of
the "American" EAP is coming to an end in the sense that
each country must adapt EAP theory and practice to its own
culture. What was aone-way street must now carry traffic
both ways. It is not only true that multinational companies
must be aware of cultural differences if they are to maintain
successful EAPs; all EAP practitioners can be enriched by a
free exchange of research, practice innovations and a
deepening of theory.
We firmly believe that ALMACA is in the strongest posi-

tion to be the vehicle by which EAPs internationally can be
nurtured and represented. However, in orderto be success-
ful in this endeavour, we need to be prepared to operate and
associate at a new level of sophistication. ❑
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A common word today. It didn't
used to be. People didn't talk about
drinking too much. It was accepted,
even expected. Part of life, our culture.
Funny stories. Worried whispers.
Today, we know better. Alcoholics

have a disease. They didn't
ask for it. It hurts.

Alcoholism
creeps up
on people.
Tonight's
cocktail

~ becomes
cocktails.
Once-in-
awhile be-
comes any-

~ time. Things
change.

\\ Misunderstandings.
~ Lashing-out. With-
~ drawn. Suspicion.

Lies. Memory lapses.
Irritable. In pain.

,: Symptoms of disease.
Alcoholism is treat-

able. The earlier, the
better. Craig House

Hospital has a program which helps
people get started on the road to
recovery. It is based upon the sound,
proven principles of A.A. Understand-
ing. Support. Encouragement. Caring
professional staff. A beautiful place to
heal ...and find new hope.

CRAIG HOUSE HOSPITAL
Howland Avenue
Beacon, New York 12508
914 831-1200



IN SPAIN

uca ion 's
recur~~or o s

by Patricia Hanna

s Spaniards are fond of saying, "Spain is different."
Although this has been true historically and con-
tinues to be with regard to many aspects of modern
Spanish living, it is also true that even before ad-

mission into the Common Market this January, Spanish
businesses were eager to follow suit and adopt innovative
practices which have become standardized in the rest of the
industrialized world.

In a recent survey of Spanish companies, onlyoneemployee
alcoholism prevention/treatment program was identified,
although many managers expressed their concern about the
effects of alcohol abuse by employees and their interest in
adopting an employee program to deal with the problem.
With respect to alcoholism, Spain is not so different. The
nation's leading newspaper, EI Pais, recently reported that
11.2% of the population is alcoholic.
There are a number of factors affecting Spain and other

lesser-developed countries which impede the rapid prolifer-
ation of employee alcoholism/assistance programs. One is
the high level of unemployment (17%), which makesworker
replacement easier. Another is the economic instability of
many Spanish companies. A third is the virtual dearth of both
public and private alcoholism treatment programs. Last, but
not least, is the lack of data which document the extent to
which alcohol abuse affects Spanish business and industry.
However, AA and other self-help groups are very active

here, and the government has recently put into effect its Na-
tional Drug Plan. The Plan wi I I focus on the prevention and
treatment of other kinds of drug abuse, but will certainly
help to raise the awareness of alcohol problems, too.
Only time will tell whether EAPs flourish in Spain. One

uniquely Spanish program has been highly successful in the
Basque region and is expanding its operations to Madrid.
The Center for the Study and Treatment of Alcoholism (Cen-
tro del Estudio y Tratamiento de Alcoholismo—CETA) of
Vitoria (population 200,000), takes advantage of a law
which states that each company must have its own doctor.
An additional testis run on all workers for elevated gamma-
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glutamyltransferase (GGT) levels. Workers testing positive,
usually 12-20%, are then interviewed'by CETA to determine
whether or not excessive alcohol use is the cause. Five or six
hour-long prevention session are then held with workers
who voluntarily participate in the rQgram. (Only about 5%
refuse to take part.) Sessions are held on the company's
premises, and follow-up data indicate that a year later, only
25% of the prevention-program participants continue to
have elevated GGT levels. Those .participants who are
clearly identified as having mare,~~rie~ alcohol abuse
problems are referred to CETA's ovo~a;tJuQ-week, residential
treatment program, which has abstinence as its goal. (As
mentioned earlier, treatment progr,~r~are practically non-
existent, and good ones, well ...j

For a variety of cultural reasons too`camplex to comment
on here, the kind of program which is tied to employee
health benefits is more likely to be suce~ssful than its troubled-
employee model, which is next of kin,~However, changes
occur rather quickly in Spain, and just as the computer
boom has is taking off here, many other modern business
tools are likely to follow in order to gain an edge on fellow
European competitors.

For now, educationally oriented publicity is taking hold
and, through that effort, industry will learn more about
EAPs. Once managers understand more about EAPs and
how they can be tailored to Spanish industry, it is likely that
programs such as CETA's wi I I become the order of the day. ❑

Patricia Hanna, MSW, is coordinator for the
Community Mental Health Program in
Madrid, and is the Madrid representative
for the Center for the Study and Treatment
of Alcoholism, mentioned in the contents of
the article. She is also a member of ALMACA
and has been active in the EAP field for
several years. She can be contacted at:
Calle Cinca, 25, 28002 MADRID, Spain;
tel. (international operator) 261-64-57.
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If someone in your family has an alcohol problem, the whole family suffers.
Ca11 Brookhaven Recovery Service for Alcoholism and Chemical Dependency.
Before the problem breaks everyone's heart. Metro 263-4333



1 N WEST GERMANY

/ /s an son ross-
u ura ssue~s

by Sara Bilik
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"We live in the dark, we do what we can, the rest is the madness of art."
—Henry James

"Do not unto others as you would they should do unto you. Their tastes may not be the same."
—George Bernard Shaw

any friends and colleagues in the EAP field in
America and abroad ask me what is happening
with industry—and with EAP—in Germany. This
article constitutes my latest attempt to answer

these broad questions for myself and my friends, and to
share with fellow ALMACANs.
When THE ALMACAN requested that I share the West

Germany experience and I sat down to compose this article,
decided to address the questions I am most often asked. So

here it is, aquestion-and-answer session on West Germany's
state of the art in EAPs.
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Is German industry seriously addressing the issues of alco-
holism in the workplace?

Yes, without a doubt. Most major corporations here have
at least initiated efforts to explore the problem. And many
companies—Daimler Benz, Bayer, Siemens, to namejust
a few of the better ones—have put internal programs in
place which appear in every way comparable to their best
U.S. counterparts. The German NCA estimates that 300-
500 companies in the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG)
have taken measures to address their own alcoholism



problems.
With the possible exception of Holland, there is no other

country in Europe where its companies have done so much
to deal with employee alcoholism as West Germany. The
thrust of this effort began here in the late 1970s, has grown

"Europe has a long memory of times
when only a very few elite received

medical health care."

tremendously in the early 1980s, and the progress shows
no sign of abating into the 1990s.
As in the U.S., however, a great number ofalibi programs

have been spawned as well—half-hearted, lackluster efforts
lacking top-management support and the funding required
to really make an impact. Also, small companies find it
much more difficult to locate resources to assist them with
employee alcohol and personal problems than the large
companies. _
The German press has been enormously helpful in cover-

ing the issues of industrial alcoholism sensitively, broadly
and nonsensationally.'

What are some relevant demographics of EAP practitioners
in Germany?

The German population stands at 62 million, of whom 22
mil lion work full- or part-time. Over 50% of al I people in in-
dustry here work for less than 5% of the companies. Also,
only about 10% of the people declare themselves asself-em-
ployed. Unemployment is around 8%.

Who are the largest employers?

Although U.S.-based multinationals have a significant pres-
ence in Germany, by far the largest employers here are all
German-based organizations. In rank of employee size, the
"big eight' are:

1) The German government-5,000,000 employees (' /a
of all employees are civil servants).

2) Daimler Benz-330,000 employees.

3) Siemens-313,000 employees.

4) Volkswagen-231,000employees.

5) Hoechst-180,000 employees.

6) Bayer-174,000 employees.

7) Thyssen-137,000 employees.

8) Ruhrkohl-136,000 employees.

Each of these large companies has adopted at least some
measures to address EAP issues, including supervisory train-

ing, an internal policy statement declaring the company's
stand on alcoholism, hiring an alcoholism counselor, etc.
The German government and Bayer have also developed
training films about their internal programs, which other
companies are free to use.

With the exception of Siemens, the measures companies
adopt are usually internally based. Siemens has recently
contracted with numerous church-run mental health centers
across Germany to assist its own 100 internal social workers
in the intervention, training and treatment process for plant
workers.

run a large (in-house/out-of-house) EAP in the U.S. I would
like to expand to Germany. What are the significant cultural
differences I should be aware of?

If I had to name the one reason that U.S.-based managers fai
to get their projects going at German subsidiaries, it would
certainly becross-cultural conflict.
As an example, the director of a large, wel I-run, inter-

nal EAP for a U.S. multinational came last year to visit
with directors at the company's German subsidiary. She
had the very best of intentions, and the strong support of
top U.S. management to set up an EAP in their Munich
offices.
She failed. at her task because, instead of asking about the

German plant and exploring their problems, issues and
reasons for being interested in an EAP, at the very first brain-
storming meeting, she launched into action plans and how-
to's. She forgot the first rule of "Marketing 101 ": determine
the benefit for the cl ient.
German managers spend much longer than we do, ac-

cording to Peter Drucker, aworld-famous management ex-
pert, in the planning and discussion phase of projects.
Oblivious of this critical fact, the message the other com-
panymanagers got was that "the EAP wil I function exactly as
it did in the U.S." (i.e. thoughtlessly and without com-
promise). The German managers have said "no" to imple-
menting an EAP in their plantever since, and I am pretty sure
they will never change their minds.

"Germans, even German yuppies, are
extraordinarily security conscious

compared to Americans."

Fortunately, there have been success stories. Innovative,
flexible and culture-sensitive EAP professionals such as Jim
Francek, formerly with Exxon, Bil I Perryman of ALCOA and
Larry Stockman of Human Affairs International, have all ex-
perienced the slow and steady (i.e. European-paced) prog-
ress associated with setting up culturally streamlined EAP
projects in Europe.

Culture is, according to Webster's, "the integrated pattern
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of human behavior that includes thought, action and arti-
facts and depends on man's capacity for learning and trans-
mittingknowledge to succeeding generations." Also, as the
famous anthropologist Edward Hall phrased it, "You can't
shed culture ...because people cannotactor interact at all in
any meaningful way except through the medium of culture."

Alright, Germans spend longer in the planning phase. What
are the other key cultural gaps that would affect German-
American EAP projects?

There are three culturally imbedded attitudes here that are
vital to the EAP experience here. Most Germans tend to
believe:
1) You should never, under any circumstances, make a

financial profit from the suffering or sickness of
others. Health care must be nonprofit.

1a) Private business, large or small, is almost always a
dirty affair run by amoney-hungry, power-driven
elite corporation.

2) Security is primary; self-actualization an illusion.
3) Counseling and psychological assistance is provided

by and for the fringe element of society; not integrated,
solid citizens.

Lets look at each one of these in more detail.
1) Europe has a long memory of times when only a very few
of the elite received medical health care. Most countries
here, Germany particularly, have built up socialized, gov-
ernment- and church-directed health care systems which
ensure almost total equality of access for rich and poor citizens.

"The worlds of the human-service and
business professionals are light years

apart here."

Any talk of modifying this system, which has taken liter-
ally centuries to erect, is viewed with enormous suspicion
and mistrust. A scant 0.76% of the German population is
privately insured, and the remaining 99.24% subscribe to
standard, socialized health care packages. The ramifica-
tions of this cultural bias for EAP management are endless.
The view from here is that health care is a basic right, and

aline must be drawn as to where special benefits can be at-
tained by some but not others.
On the other hand, stripped of practically all private initia-

tives, what happens to the quality of care over time? In Ger-
many, the average length of inpatient treatment in CD
cl i n ics is six to ni ne months! The "trickle down" learn i ng that
takes place inAmerica as aresult ofprivate-hospital innova-
tionscannot be dismissed.
la) While people in America tend to admire those who
strike out on their own, buck the bureaucracy and create or
provide needed. services, Germans, like most Europeans,
tend to view private entrepreneurs more as opportunists than
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Sara Bilik, MBA, is president of ALMACA's
European Chapter. She is a management
consultant for Conecta Partners, a Frank-
furt-based management and EAP consult-
ingcompany. She founded and chairs AL-
MACA's annual International Industrial
Alcoholism Symposium in Frankfurt each
May.

adventurous heros. That goes double for entrepreneurs in
the health field!

If an American practitioner is thinking of setting up a pro-
gram here—whether it be an EAP, a private hospital, or even
a day-care center—s/he had better be prepared for some un-
pleasantquestions and assumptions about his/her mercenary
motives.
2) Germany, even German yuppies, are extraordinarily
security conscious compared to Americans. Of worthy note
is that the German general Birck'set up the world's first
social security fund for his citizens irl~the 19th century. Some
EAP-related results of German security consciousness are: a)
you cannot fire anybody here. On~~, a person has survived
his/her probation period in an organization (six months),
federal law makes it vi rtual ly impossible to fi re that person—
ever. This obviously takes a bit out of jo~`ej opardy confron-
tation. b) Germans rarely job hop. It is not unusual fora Ger-
man manager or worker to remain with the same company
for an entire career/working period. EAP managers must be
extremely careful in selecting its per~nnel, since those indi-
vidualsare likely to be on staff much longer than in the U.S.,
and because turnover would most certainly be regarded by
client companies as a sign of instability.
3) It is very difficult to find human-serviceprofessionalspre-
pared to think, work and dress as they must to be successful
in the generally conservative German corporate environ-
ment. As in the U.S. in the 1960s, many German psycholo-
gists and social workers tend to carry the loose-and-easy,
counterculture style of dress they learned as college stu-
dents. Also, the great majority of them are to the political
left, making work with private companies very, very difficult
for them.
The worlds of the human-service and business profession-

alsare I ightyears apart here. The EAP manager here has a lot
of groundwork to cover in bringing their talents together.
As a last note, when considering EAP work in Europe, it is

critical to establish working contact with an agent or consul-
tant here who can help you over some of the initially rocky
paths of cross-cultural work. ALMACA's European Chapter
can put you in touch with an EAP expert in this area in just
about any major European city. Write to us, if you are inter-
ested, to: Sara Bilik, President, ALMACA European Chapter,
c/o Conecta Partners, Berger Strasse 134, 6000 Frankfurt 60;
tel. (011) 49-69-46-91311 (from the U.S.). ❑



INTER - O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

OBJECTIVE: A Drug-Free Workplace

CORPORATE.ISSUES: Do we need a substance abuse testing program?
What are the legal and moral implications?

`~ \'~~~ • If we do test?
~~ • If we don't test?
>~~-, .

RECOMII/.~ENDATION: Consult PDLA, the experienced drug
testing laboratory offering
comprehensive servicesl:

• Policy and program design
• Employee education

Strict confidentiality
~ Accurate and reliable test results
• Personalized chain of custody
• Treatment center referrals

NEXT STEP: Call PDLA
1-800-55~-527
(within New Jersey: 201-769-8500)

Write PDLA
100 Corporate Court
South Plainfield, NJ 07080

'Fortune August 19, 1ggg; page 61. ~~LA



IN AUSTRALIA

I/ /IUn erst~n in Mates ig p
n r u to ra P enomenaa e

n 1979, Dr, Paul Sherman, then E
MACA president, and I served as E
consultants for the national Occur
tional Drug and Alcohol Progr~

(ODAP) Conference in Melbourr
Australia. The Australian Foundation
Alcohol and Drug Dependence (AFA❑
had appointed occupational progr~
consultants (OPCs) in each state and to
tort' to encourage employers to imp
ment joint labor/managementalcoholi
programs. This effort paralleled NIAA,
"Thundering 100" in the United States

In 1981, the "Blueprint for a Natioi
Strategy for Occupational Drug and Alcohol Programs" was
endorsed at the second national ODAP Conference in Sydney,
establishing an Australian program model and outlining five
requirements for an industry alcoholism program: aunion/
management committee; assessment, referral, rehabilita-
tion and follow-up facilities; training; education; and
evaluation.

In 1983, I was invited back as an EAP consultant to pro-
moteemployee alcoholism programs in every state and terri-
tory and conduct a pragmatic evaluation of program efforts
for AFADD. At that time I was impressed with the cen-
tralized marketing efforts to encourage employers to adopt
programs. Employers were receptive, and labor and man-
agement representatives worked together in implementing
programs to help employees with alcohol problems. There
has developed a preference for "broadbrush" over alcohol-

by Susan Stolz
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ism programs,.
My one criticism pf tie Australian pro-

gram model in 1983~v~ras the absence of
full-time, trained motivational inter-
viewers who woul~f`make the initial as-
sessment of employees referred from the
workplace and provide program mainte-
nance. It appearedto me that the system
broke down whenever supervisors were
expected to assess alid refer employees
from the shopfloor directly to the local al-
coholism/drug counseling program. At
that time, it was impossible to estimate
the actual number of employees referred

from industry and successfully rehabilitated, but there ap-
peared to be very few. I reported to AFADD in 1983 that
many paper programs had died on the vine because of the
lack of ongoing maintenance. Only those programs planted
in more fertile ground with staff providing nourishment
survived.

In 1985, I migrated as a permanent resident to Australia
and hung out my shingle as a private EAP consultant. Rather
than immediately seek national consulting assignments,
thought it worthwhile to spend time in the EAP trenches to
fully experience the realities of EAP programming in Australia.
Currently, I am an outside consultant providing all EAP di-
rect services to an established, management/union progrom
in a manufacturing plant with 5,000 employees, located 75
kilometers from Melbourne in a city of 150,000. One of the
first to pilot an alcohol/drug program in Australia, this com-



pany has integrated the program effectively within its em-
ployee-relations area and has provided extensive, ongoing
training/orientation sessions .with supervisors and shop
stewards. The program has been well received; 80% of the
referrals have come from supervisors, shop stewards and
employee-relations staff during the past year.
Whenever I hear American travelers on a whistlestop tour

"down under" describe how similar Australia is to the United
States, I have a quiet chuckle and remember my initial im-
pressions of Australia. Having now been an EAP practitioner
for 15 months here, I am more aware of distinct differences
between ourtwo societies and cultures, work environments,
and alcohol/drug service delivery systems—and the ramifi-

" 'Don't dob your mate' is a social
noun which means that one does not

interfere in the personal or work lit'e of
one's mate ... "

cations of each on er~a{~Ipyee assistance programming. I am
finding it important to tailor my professional expectations
and promotional techniques to reflect uniquely Australian
characteristics and thereby enhance program effectiveness.

This article, written ~t ALMACA's request, reflects my ex-
periences in one company in one state. I describe what ad-
justments Ihave made in EAP programming in response to
Australian social and cultural .attitudes, alcohol and drug
use, the work environment and the alcohol/drug service de-
livery system in Victoria. I also outline a team approach to
managing referrals which I have found to be successful in the
Australian workplace.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL ATTITUDES
"Gidday, mate!" is as common as an American "hello!"
Mateship is a basic Australian phenomenon which per-
meates personal and work relationships. Men and women
pride themselves on being loyal and accepting of their
mates. "Don't dob in your mate" is a social norm which
means that one does not i nterfere i n the personal or work I fife
of one's mate, or turn him/her in for any reason. Confronting
an employee on deteriorating work performance and/or
making peer referrals to the EAP may feel awkward for some
Australians. Therefore, in supervisory and shop-steward
training sessions, I encourage participants to explore ways in
which they can comfortably refer to the EAP within the pa-
rameters of good mateship.
An Australian may be reluctant to approach an employee

who apparently needs professional help because of another
prevalent attitude—"she'll be right, mate!" Simply trans-
lated, that means things will be okay—"no worries!"

Another cultural value is found in the expression "pull up
your own socks," i.e. needing counseling is a sign of weak-
ness. Australian men, particularly with their strong macho
values, may be resistant to EAP suggestions for ongoing
counseling or treatment. In recognition of these factors,
have found it useful to promote the program as a process
whereby employees can more effectively "pull up their own
socks" and "be right." I make itvery clearthat the EAP coun-
selor does not fix them, but rather facilitates clients fixing
their own problems.

ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE
Australia is famous for its great beers and fine wines. Drink-
ing is a way of life here! Hotel pubs are the primary social
gathering spots where Australians shout rounds of pots with
their mates. In 1981, Australia was the fourth-highest per
capita beer drinking nation in the world. In 1984, Australia
ranked 14th for its per capita consumption of beer, wine and
spirits, while the U.S. ranked 21 st among 32 countries.

have had to adjust my views in assessing what constitutes
alcohol abuse and possible addiction. What I would consider
alcohol abuse or early-stage addiction in the U.S. may be
normal drinking behavior in Australia. I was surprised to see
the extentof physical deterioration of employees in their 20s
or 30s who have drank heavily since their early teens. They
look older than their years, suffer a swol len I fiver, have multi-
ple .05-driving, public-drunkenness and disorderly-con-
duct offenses, and are excessively absent from work. One
30-year-old man, with more than 10 years with the com-
pany, was sent home unfit to work on 12 occasions, and was
arrested 23 timesforpublicdrunkenness! After referral tothe
program, four weeks in treatment and regular AA attend-
ance, he made a dramatic turnaround, and has performed
wel I at work for more than one year.
The stigma against someone who cannot handle their grog

in Australia today is similar to the stigma against alcoholism
in the U.S. 20 to 30 years ago. Despite various educational
efforts, many remai n ignorant of the fact that alcohol ism and
drug dependence are treatable illnesses. Unfortunately,
there is a noticeable absence of Australian role models—re-
covering alcoholics and addicts who are willing to share
their stories publicly and encourage others to take similar

~~'' Susan Isenberg Stolz is currently director of
Susan Stolz a►rd Associates, a private con-
sulting firm specializing in EAPs in Australia.
Previously, she was executive director of

L° "' ~~ Lincoln EAP in Lincoln, Nebraska from
~' 1977-84 and was assistant mans er of em-S

,' ~' ployee counseling at Hughes Aircraft Com-
pany in Los Angeles in 1984. She can be

~.- ,~+ contacted at: 8 Park Street, Suite 5, St. Kilda
~t~, "~r, ' West, Victoria 3182; tel 03-534-3361.
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steps to recovery. As a result, many employees are reluctant
to admit they have a drinking problem, attend AA meetings,
or seek professional treatment. And the suggestion of total
abstinence may initially be regarded as a fate worse than
death. Some employees could not imagine life without
drinking with their mates at the pub.
The incidence of problems associated with the use/abuse of

alcohol and drugs is high among employees I have assessed.
In an 11-month period, 42 of 72 employees assessed (58%)
presented alcohol- and drug-related problems. Th is rate was
even higher among supervisory referrals, in which 64% (32
of 50) had alcohol- and drug-related problems which directly
contributed to absenteeism, tardiness and coming to work
unfit. Alcohol appears to be the most popular substance
used/abused among the 42; 51 %had problems with alcohol
and 25%had problems with marijuana, speed and/or heroin.
Though I hear rumors that cocaine is coming to Australia,
have not yet encountered employees using it in Victoria.

WORK ENVIRONMENT FACTORS

One obvious difference I notice between the Australian and
U.S. workplaces is the role of women. Affirmative-action
programs have just recently been introduced in Australia. At
the manufacturing plant where I have consulted this past
year, 90% of the 5,000 employees are men. I have met no
female managers, only one female foreman, two female
leading hands and one female labor relations representative.
However, 31 % of employees seeking EAP help are women
presenting personal problems related to difficulties working
in a factory, the impact it has on their families and common
problems associated with being a parent.
Another distinction is the presence of migrants, or em-

ployees who were born in another country. There are 45
nationalities accounting for 46% of the hourly payroll popu-
lation in the company where I consult. Being a recent migrant
myself, I am painfully aware of the stresses of living and
adapting to a foreign country. It is important to tailor EAP
promotional materials to attract referrals from different cul-
tures and to identify interpreters who can accurately facili-
tate the assessment-and-referral process and respect client
confidentiality.

Unions play a more powerful role in the Australian work-
placethan inthe U.S. Labor and management have histori-
cally maintained a more adversarial relationship here.
Recent efforts such asemployee-involvement programs and
a variety of supervisory and union training programs are cur-

rently underway to ease this strain and reduce the costly
struggles of the past. However, I see evidence of lingering
distrust and tension between management and union factions
in day-to-day employee relations activities.

Implementing the EAP was thefirstoccasion management
and the unions jointly sponsored a formal program to assist
employees in the company where I consult. I have consider-
ably more contact with supervisors and shop stewards in
Australia than I did in the U.S. Stewards and supervisors ap-
pear to put aside their differences when working together to
help troubled employees. I have been most impressed with
their concern and support in actively referring employees to
the program, and their willingness to jointly apply leverage
to motivate the employee to follow through with the EAP
recommendations for ongoing assistance.
The administrative disciplinary process in the Australian

workplace is largely determined by~tre "award," or union
contract. For example, in the company for which I consult,
the disciplinary process generally follows a first warning, a
final. working, and then a revi~of possible termination of
employment. Suspension without ply is strictly prohibited
by the award. Therefore, it is not ura,~asual for one employee
to receive multiple final warnings #cam variety of perform-
ance problems. Unfortunately, this system affords the op-
portunityformanipulation and confusion when determining
how many final warnings are possible before "getting the
sack." ~

Work care, new legislation in Victoria intended to elimi-
nate costly lump-sum payments and~a~ititate injured workers
return i ng to work, has actual lymade-it easier for employees
to be compensated for work-related injuries. Since work
care went into effect in September 1.985, absenteeism, as a
consequence of workers compensation, has doubled, and
workers compensation claims have tripyed at the company
where I consult. I am aware that several employees who
were not willing to follow through with EAP recommenda-
tions to resolve their personal problems have since been ab-
sent for lengthy periods for alleged job-related injuries.
Work care offers a convenient escape hatch for avoiding di-
rect resolution of personal problems. It appears that work
care abuse may directly impact the potential cost-effective-
ness of EAPs in Victoria.

STRUCTURED TEAM APPROACH

structure the basic EAP referral process more formally in
Australia than I did in the U.S. to avoid manipulative games,

"Labor relations staff, the supervisor and the shop steward
are like the supporting cast who ...set the stage for the star of the show to

'pull up his own socks'."
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to facilitate communication and to encourage responsibility
by all concerned. Labor relations staff, the supervisor and
the shop steward are like the supporting cast who play their
respective parts as a team in setting the stage for the star of
the show to "pull up his own socks."
The supervisor and/or shop steward actually brings the

employee to the first session with the EAP counselor to make
the introductions, explain why the employee is being referred,
what disciplinary action has been taken and what will happen
ifjob-performance problems continue in the future. I find it
useful to begin the EAP assessment by having all referral in-
formation openly discussed in the presence of the troubled
employee, the refei~King supervisor and steward. Clarifica-

"The general practitioner still plays a
strategic ro% in the overall health care

system."

tion is made as tohow "final" the most recent final warning
is. I then describe my role and my expectations for the em-
ployee as a conditio for keeping h is/her case open. The EAP
counselor's role is to m~l2e an assessment and suggest a plan
of action to resolve identified personal problems. I stress that
the employee is responsible forfixinghis/her own problem.
Strict confidentiality is mair~tained regarding the content of
the assessment and the motivational counseling sessions.
The referring shop steward and supervisor are given feed-
back as to whether or not the employee is willing to follow
through with EAP recommendations and if the EAP file is
opened or closed. I keep a case open only as long as the em-
ployee cooperates and follows through with my recommen-
dations for how to resolve his/her personal problems.
quickly close a case when the employee continues to deny a
problem or is not serious about doing his/her part to resolve
the problem. Routine job performance checks with the refer-
ringsupervisor are done at the time the case is opened, one
month later, after three months and after six months.

ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICE DELIVERY

AA-based inpatient treatment is available in private hospitals
in Victoria for employed alcoholics and addicts. Hospital
fees range from $150-250 per day and are covered by pri-
vate health insurance plans. All eight employees I referred
for AA-based inpatient treatment for alcoholism and/or drug
addiction in private hospitals have returned toworkwith im-
proved job performance.
The major problem I face as an EAP practitioner in Australia

is that 70% of the employees I assessed this past year have
only Medicare—the government-sponsored health care
scheme—which does not pay for alcoholism treatment or
therapy in private facilities. Inpatient alcoholism/drug treat-

ment in government-funded hospitals is not AA-based, is
more suited to unemployed alcoholics and addicts than re-
ferrals from EAPs, and appears to have a dubious track
record. The only other local professional option is limited
detoxification and one-on-one counseling. I have not found
this to be as effective or as intensive as the AA-based, struc-
tured outpatient treatment programs customary in the U.S.,
which feature education, group and individual therapy and
extensive contact with recovering alcoholics and addicts.

There is a noticeable absence of recovering alcoholics
and addicts working professionally in treatment centers and
EAPs compared to the U.S. I have observed a distinctdichot-
omy between professionals and AA/Alanon members. Pro-
fessionals in Australia are more likely to experiment with
multidisciplinary approaches to treat the cause of alcohol-
ism or to teach controlled drinking. AA is recognized by
some as one of many options of support rather than as'the
cornerstone of treatment, as is common in the U.S. Hope-
fully, this gap may be bridged over time. I recently was invited
to a meeting with local alcohol- and drug-service profes-
sionalsand AA/Alanon members in Victoria to explore ways
to work more closely together.

Housing the EAP in the company's medical centeradds an
important dimension to effectively reaching troubled em-
ployees, particularly those with alcohol and drug problems.
The medical officer, nursi ng sisters and physiotherapist have
been especially helpful in personally encouraging troubled
employees to seek assistance from the EAP.
The general practitioner still plays a strategic role in the

overall health care system in Australia. Many employees
have assessed this year have one family doctor who knows
them well. With alcohol and drug cases in Australia, I have
learned the importance of asking for the employee's permis-
sion to consult with his/her medical doctor. The company's
medical officer has been instrumental in liaisoning with
community doctors. Many employees have successfully
hidden their problems with alcohol and drugs from their
doctors; I have found that doctors usually appreciate my
phone calls and the employee is more willing to follow
through knowing that their doctor supports the EAP recom-
mendations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

EAPs can be effective in Australia. There is a national net-
work ofoccupational program consultants with Alcohol and
Drug Dependence Foundation offices in all capitol cities in
Australia to help implementor service programs. There are
private, independent EAP consultants in some localities.

Therefore; a system for continued EAP growth is in place
here. Our success will depend on the extent to which we
adapt to the Australian workplace, health care delivery sys-
tem, and cultural norms, which recognize the virtue of
rugged individualism. ❑
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IN IRELAND

rie rono 0
o eve o men

e all know that the United ;
States is the countrythat has ~`'
made the greatest strides in
implanting and cultivating

the EAP concept in business and industry
over the last four decades. The sub-
sequent expansion overseas has enabled
EAPs to finally gain a foothold in Ireland
in the last few years; enough so that we
can sustain an annual conference de-
voted exclusively to EAP issues. (This
year's version., "EAP '86," will be re-
ported on in the NovemberALMACAN.)
The work that paved the road for EAPs

dates back to the early 1970s, however. In 1972, the Irish
trade unions sought assistance for their members impaired
by alcohol. At the Irish Congress of Trade Unions Confer-
ence that July, the following motion was passed: "Recogniz-
ing that alcohol in Ireland is an increasing social problem,
that it is a serious cost in loss of man-hours in industry and a
potential source of industrial strife, that Conference will in-
struct the Executive Committee to enter into early negotia-
tions with the Federated Union of Employers with a view to
establishing agreed principles and procedures for the treat-
ment of workers who.are victims." Two years later, the Elec-
tricity Supply Board—the national power company~.ievel-
oped the first occupational alcoholism programme in Ireland

by Maurice Quinlan
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for its roughly_ 6,000 employees. This pro-
gramme had the full support of all the
trade unions involaced.
Through the remainder of the 1970s,

'<;~, the development Hof programmes was
A`~~: considerably slower and limited mostly
~~ ~~ to the public sector, with such companies
~~ as Aer Lingus and AnCO—the industrial

trading authority—setting the lead.
One factor more than any other jus-

tified the adoption of EAPs by unions and
companies—absenteeism. During the in-
dustrial growth period in the 1960s and
70s, many companies experienced ab-

senteeism rates of 5%and higher. The Federation Union of
Employers studied the problem and published the 1980 re-
port "Absenteeism Control," which greatly expanded the
awareness of alcoholism's impact on productivity.

In September 1981, the Employer Labour Conference set
up a Working Party on Alcohol ism, with the fol lowing terms
of reference: "To assess the economic and social effects of
Alcoholism on business and industry and on employed per-
sons, and to recommend suitable programmes and arrange-
ments for coping with the human, social and economic
problems involved."

In May 1983 the Report of the Working Party on Alcoholism
made an eight-point recommendation which included the



short but significant statement "that employments generally
should adopt jointly agreed programmes on alcohol-related
problems."
Another factor impacting on EAP growth was the establish-

ment of more treatment centres. Traditionally, Irish industry
had been served by a medical model for alcohol-related
problems. In the late 1970s and early 80s, a number of new
treatment modalities emerged in Ireland. The first was the
Rutland Centre in Dublin, based on the Johnson Institute
model and founded by the late Fr. Raphael Short. The Center
is now under the control of executive director Declan Roche.
Other initiatives included: Stanhope Street, an outpatient
counseling centre in Dublin; Arbout House in Cork, a
Hazelden model, under the director of Dr. Michael French-
O'Carroll; and in the early 1980s, Aiseiri in Cahir, a Hazel-
den model under the direction of Sr. Eileen Fahy.
Those innovative treatment modalities have proven in-

valuable to EAP practitioners and, within five years, Ireland
will expectantly be fully serviced by U.S.-type, residential
treatment centres.

AMERICAN INFLUENCE

Early EAPs focused on alcoholism, but recently the trend has
been to expand into the broadbrush concept. Constructive
coercion was put forward as a means of motivating employees
to avail the services of programmes but, in practice, poor
supervision or inadequate record keeping of job perform-
ance deficiencies prevented it making effective identifica-
tion of workers needing help. The "old Irish" management
style also tended to be autocratic, with management and
unions taking opposite stands on all issues—as a matter of
principle!

Indirectly, the U.S. has extended a helping hand to this
situation. American industrial investment in Ireland has
tended to create a fresh approach to management style. There
are now 327 U.S. companies in Ireland with a total invest-
ment of $4.7 billion and comprising 17.6% of all manufac-
turing employment.

Ireland has been a leading country in the growth and de-
velopment of European-based EAPs. The climate is now ripe
for future development as Irish management continues its

Maurice Quinlan is a principal in the EAP
contractual firm of Maurice Quinlan and
Associates, based in Waterford, Ireland. He
began his practice in June of 1980, and;.
hosted the first EAP workshop in Ireland in
September of the same year. He is also; ~ ~
founder of the European EAP Institute, a ,~1
group of individuals interested in develop- •+M"'`
ing EAPs in Ireland. He is currently provid-
ing national EAP services to five firms, with
a total employee population of 5,000.

"Trade unions view EAPs as a much-
needed service for their members."

emphasis on cost-effective programs for workers. Trade
unions view EAPs as much-needed service for their members.
As Con Power, di rector of economic pol icy of the Confeder-
ation of Irish Industry recently stated, "Industry is normally
very careful to operate sophisticated maintenance pro-
grammes for plants and machinery so as to prevent a break-
down and obviate the necessity for expensive remedial work.
The same approach could be taken to manpower, and this
would effectively mean that an employee assistance pro-
grammewould become a human resource maintenance element
of the mainstream operation of a personnel department."
To bring us up to date, at the Employee Communications

Forum of Avonmore Co-Op, one of Ireland's largest and
more progressive farmers' cooperatives, Pat O'Neill, group
managing director, announced the initiation of a pilot EAP.
At the 14th March, 1986 Forum, a meeting to report the
progress of company developments, he stated: "We are wel
aware of the pressures of day-to-day living on employees.
With approximately 1,300 on the payroll there are, inevita-
bly, anumber of employees who experience acute difficul-
ties indifferent areas from time to time. We are at an advanced
stage i n concl udi ng a scheme to put to employee representa-
tives for an employee assistance programme. A confidential
counseling service will be available from an outside, inde-
pendent source, to employees, covering such areas as fi-
nance, alcohol dependency, family problems and, where
appropriate, health issues."

Curiously, it sounds rather American, doesn't it?

THANKS

The author, Maurice Quinlan, would like to extend his ap-
preciation tothe following ALMACANs, whom he credits for
helping EAP growth in Ireland:

FROM THE UNITED STATES
Thomas Delaney, ALMACA Executive Director
Bill Cullen, Special Health Services, Texaco
Barbara Feinstein, People to People Associates
Bonnie Forquer, Occupational Program Consultant,

State of Colorado
Peter Lynch, Shirley Frank Foundation
Ed Spear, Intervention Associates
Phil O'Dwyer, Brookfield Clinic

IN EUROPE
Sara Bilik, CONECTA
Bill Lord, ProACT
Bill Morgan, formerly of Charter Medical
Patricia Hanna, Spain ❑
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IN
MEMORIAM

Longtime ALMACAN, Mike O'Brien, Passes Away
ALMACA is saddened by the

death of one of its stalwart
supporters, Michael J. O'Brien.

Mike, who worked in White Plains,
New York as director of Longview As-
sociates, Inc., was Bylaws Committee
chairperson during the administration
of ALMACA President Jack Hennessy.
Mike died on September 4, 1986 atthe
age of 61 and was buried on September
8 at Kensico Cemetery in Valhalla, NY.
The following is the eulogy delivered

at the funeral mass by friend and AL-
MACAN Edgar P. Marchesini.

EULOGY TO
MICHAEL J. O'BRIEN

Dear Family, Neighbors, Friends and
Colleagues of Michael J. O'erien:

know that I speak for all of you
when I extend our deepest sympathy
to Michael's wife, Eleanor, who cared
for him with tenderness and devotion
during his final days. No one could
have done more, Eleanor. God Bless
You.
We, too, are saddened by Mike's

untimely death, because he had so
much to give—to
give to those af-
flictedwith alco-
holism,drug abuse
and other life '''~~ ~~a,
threatening prob-
lems. ,d
He was a firm

believer in the
A.A. way of life,
and used his per- ~:ra
sonal knowledge Michael J. O'Brien
and experience to help hundreds of
unfortunates who otherwise would
have died or suffered crippling dis-
ability.

His good works also benefited the
families, friends and employers of
these addictive individuals. In helping
them arrest their alcoholism or drug
abuse, he also helped them improve
their relationships with the significant
others in their lives. His sharing was
creative. It gave life and hope to so
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many, it restored broken lives and
brought families together. In serving
his higher power, he served a noble
cause.

met Mike about ten years ago. We
were part of a planning committee that
was organizing a conference for the
Eastern Region of ALMACA. For those
who are not familiar with the field of
employee assistance, ALMACA is the
acronym for The Association of Labor-
Management Administrators and Con-
sultants onAlcoholism.
Michael has played a major role in

the development and success of AL-
MACA. He served on the National
Board as Chairman of the Membership
Committee and, more recently, as
Chairman of the Bylaws Committee.
His leadership and dedication have
been instrumental in bringing about
significant policy changes that have
helped shape the future course of
ALMACA.
He never let us forget that alcoholism

is still the major drug of choice in our
country today.
When I hearthe popular Frank Sinatra

song "I Did It My Way," I think of
Michael O'Brien. Mike was a strong
advocate for issues he believed in. He
could be impatient with those who
performed without spirit or dili-
gence—and rightfully so, because he
always delivered a quality job—com-
plete in every respect.

I'm sure that Mike's associates at the
Westchester Council on Alcoholism
and Longview Associates will attest to
this. His work with the Council and
Longview are very well known in our
field of specialization, and he has
been applauded by his peers for his
many achievements. So many of us
have learned from his example. Fie
has been an excellent teacher and
mentor.
His legacy to us is his record of ex-

cellence in serving those who so des-
perately needed help.

Although we will miss Michael, it is
consoling to know that he is now with
the higher power he served so well

during his lifetime.
Let us ask God in our prayers to bless

Michael, and in the closing words of
the 23rd Psalm: "May he dwell in the
House of the Lord forever. Amen." ❑

•

mlt erg
has been the first stop
and the first step back
to living for over
20,000 people since 1972.

Smithers
Alcoholism Treatment
~ Training Center
428 West 59 Street
New York NY 10019

For admissions and information:
212.554.6491
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"An Educational Service of Charter Medical Corporation'= Winter 1986

How to choose a great alcohol and drug
abuse conference ...

Pick one (or both)
_:, ,
~o
'~ '~E`196

December 3-7, 1986 /Atlanta, Georgia
This is your year to'attet~d SEGAD°—the most exciting and complete

educations xe perience in the alcohol and drug abuse field. SECAD~, the
Southeastern Conference on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, will be celebrating
its 11th season with our finest, most extensive conference ever. And we
want to make sure that you will be there!

The world's leading experts on chemical dependency will discuss the
things you need to know: ~

• Cocaine Abuse •Children of Alcoholics •Employee Assistance
Programs •Impaired Nurses •New Knowledge in the Disease Concept
•Family Systems •Sexuality and Chemical Dependency •Women in
Recovery • Re-entry for Professionals •Modern 7Yends in Psychology
and Spirituality •Special Day-long Pharmacy Section •Much, Much
More

This is your best opportunity to meet and talk with the most knowl-
edgeable professionals in your field, to hear the latest information about
treatment, research and recovery and to see new techniques, products,
literature and resource materials.
No other meeting can come close to providing both the in-depth

training and the broad subject range that SECAD~ can.

So make sure you'll be there—SECAD° • 1986, December 3-7, 1986
in Atlanta. Send for your free agenda and registration information today
and be sure to register early.
25'/a credits—CME—Category I from the American Medical Society on Alcoholism
and Other Drug Dependencies (AMSAODD).

Free!
The latest issue of our Conference Update newsletter. It contains
all the current agendas, speaker lists and registration information
for Charter Medical's fine educational conferences.
Send for yours today. Call-

1-800-845-1567
(in GA 404-641-9286)

Or send in the attached coupon:

This year, w}~y not attend the best...

Charter Medical Conferences

~~..m.,:o~.
~FSTERN CONFERENCE The WesternON ~DDICT[ON

;,~ r_ ,~ ~ Conference
on Addiction

April 1-3, 1987 /Salt Lake City, Utah
Mark your calendars! Make plans now to attend Charter Medical's

Western Conference on Addiction—the most informative and stimu-
latingprofessional conference in the Western United States.
The Western Conference on Addiction will give you the chance to:
• Meet and talk with other professionals from your region.
• Receive new insights and up-to-date information into many areas of
chemical dependency treatment: adolescent addiction, cocaine and
'crack', children of alcoholics, sexuality, family systems, employee
assistance programs, the disease concept, professional addiction and
much, much more.

•Hear from the most knowledgeable experts in the Western United
States and the world.

• See new products, new literature and resource materials.
• Enjoy a comprehensive and information-packed educational experi-
ence that will help you all year long.

Charter Medical meetings such as the Western Conference on Addic-
tion and SECAD~ are praised around the world as the finest conferences
available. Our conferences have trained more professionals on the issues
of drug and alcohol abuse than anyone else.

Don't miss this great opportunity—be there for the Western Confer-
ence on Addiction, April 1-3, 1987, Salt Lake City, Utah. Send for your
free agenda and registration information today.
CME—Category I credits applied for from the American Medical Society on Alco-
holism and Other Drug Dependencies (AMSAODD).

release keep me informed about all upcoming Charter Medical ~
~ conferences. I am particularly interested in:

❑ SECAD~•1986 ❑Regional Charter Medieal
(December 198f~AUanta) hospital seminars

❑ Wpsie9 'Conference
ALM-4

Namo

Facility

Address

City, State, Zip ~
Mail to: Charter Medical Corporation, Addictive Disease
Division, 11050 Crabapple Rd., D-120, Roswell, CA 30075

L-----=--------------~



ALMACA & EAP
INFOTRACKS

EAPs and the Handicapped Employee
one-hour cable television pro-
gramwill beaired onThursday,
November 13 at 3 p.m. (EST) to

help employers manage the special
needs of handicapped working popu-
lations. Titled "The Business of Keep-
ing aJob," it will be shown on the
Learning Channel, an educational
cable network, and highlight the role
of EAPs in handling troubled employees
from special populations. The telecast
has been produced by the West Vir-
ginia University Research and Train-
ing Center (RTC), which specializes in
innovative disability management
programs for use by business and
human-service professionals.

Interested persons with cable hook-
upmay be able to view the program on
home television sets. Otherwise, view-
ing arrangements have been made at
many colleges and public schools.
Why is this an increasingly vital issue

for EAP practitioners? As the secondary-
labor-force market shrinks (Fortune,
April 1986), more and more physically
and mentally handicapped employees
are being drawn into jobs in the food
service, hotel and other industries.
This population, then, plays a greater
role in helping many companies realize
profits.
While employment-related prob-

lemsare not uniquetothis population,
the ways in which they are identified
and resolved deserve special attention.
A mentally retarded individual may
become alcohol dependent but lack
the cognitive capacity to recognize the
condition and act upon it. Similarly,
an epileptic may appear to have the
symptoms of substance abuse, but ac-
tually be sufferingtheconsequences of
improper medication use.
"The Business of Keeping a Job" will

present practical ways for business
and industry to maintain the produc-
tivity of developmental ly disabled em-
ployees. The program is targeted for an
audience of EAP professionals, medical
departments, human resources devel-
opment staff, employee relations per-
sonnel, professional associations and
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organizations interested in the voca-
tional productivity of persons with de-
velopmental disabilities, and family
members and significant others.
The program will help EAP profes-

sionals understand the special charac-
teristicsand needs of developmental ly
disabled employees and demonstrate
appropriate courses of action. Local
coordinators representing ALMACA
and human-service organizations are
arranging viewing sites where prac-
titioners can view the broadcast, inter-
act with other EAP personnel and get
first-hand knowledge of local resources.
The tentative agenda for cable loca-

tions is: site registration, 2:00 p.m.
(EST); welcome, introductions, open-
ingdiscussion and activity, 2:30; pro-
gram airing, 3:00; and discussion,
needs analysis, evaluation, 4:00. The

program will air simultaneously in all
time zones.

For more information call Ms. Cric-
ket Weston, Network Coordinator, at
1-800-624-8284. ALMACANs will
also be contacted by RTC through sep-
arate mailings.

Metrolina EAPs
Sponsors Retreat
This following report was provided by
John Mullen, Forsyth-Stokes Mental
Health, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Themes of professional isolation,
death, spirituality, personal growth

and future trends in EAPs were inter-
woven during the EAP Professional's
Retreat held May 14-16, 1986 at Christ-
mount Retreat in Black Mountain,

When chemical dependency
is the problem and you

want a solution
■ Total Detoxification and medical care
■ Employee assistance consulting
■ A.A./N.A. oriented treatment modality with emphasis on

spiritual recovery
■ Full day and evening Outpatient Services
■ Comprehensive family program
■ 12 week outpatient Codependency program
■ Professionally staffed aftercare groups with quarterly reviews

Located in a gracious, quiet setting in suburban Atlanta



North Carolina. Organized by Bill
Cook and Karen Harkey of Metrolina
Employee Assistance Programs in
Charlotte, NC, the retreatwas cofacili-
tated by Don Phillips of COPE, Inc,,
Washington, DC, and Ed Hoffman, a
psychotherapist in private practice in
Charlotte. The retreat was composed
of full-time EAP professionals from
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Georgia.
A previous retreat, held in October,

1985, had been attended by virtually
all of this year's group and had been
cofacilitated by Jerry Dollard of the
Hazelden Recovery Center in Center
City, Minnesota. Jerry was killed in an
automobile accident in December
shortly after he had. confirmed his
plans to be with the group for the re-
treat in May.

Jerry's death and the participants re-
membrances of him were touchstones
of the retreat, and added meaning to
the group's examination of the inter-
face between personal spirituality
and work in employee assistance

September
CorrectionsTwo mistakes were made in the

September ALMACAN. On
pages 2 and 16, Harold Hughes
was identified as the keynote and
banquet speaker. Gov. Hughes
will keynote, but only during the
Opening Session, which will be
on Tuesday, November 4 at
9 a.m.

Ford Motor Company and the
United Auto Workers are the
1986 Ross Von Wiegand Award
winners. The headline on page
17 incorrectly identifies General
Motors Corporation as the
winner. In the article that fol-
lows, GM is correctly identified
as the first Von Wiegand winner
in 1979. However, this year's
winners are Ford Motor Company
and UAW.

programming.
Opportunities for meditation, walks

along rhododendron-lined mountain
trails, fellowship with retreat partici-
pants during meal times and "ice
cream vans" (led by Bill Cook and Don
Phillips), provided a balance to the in-
tense group interaction.

John Burke of Burke-Taylor Asso-
ciates, Research Triangle Park North
Carolina, who attended both retreats,
commented, "The EAP Professionals
Retreat has quickly become one of the
most beneficial events that I partici-
pate in. Ifeel it is important for all pro-
fessionals to stop and take a look at
themselves both personally and pro-
fessionally. The EAP retreat has given
me the opportunity to take this pause
from the day-to-day rigors of my work."
A third retreat has been planned for

January, 1987 at Christmount. ~

NYC Chapter
Phone Number
The New York City Chapter has ac-

quired a telephone number so
local members can cal I for information
on the location and time of chapter
meetings, how to join, where to send
dues money, etc. The number is (212)
213-3633. This is an informational
line only, and chapter officers cannot
be accessed directly on it.
Chapter president Jack Anderson

has announced that his work number
has changed. It is now (212) 576-1757
or 61. He remains employed with the
Building Service 32B-J Health Fund.
His assistant and chapter vice presi-
dent Kate Sullivan, has also changed
her number. It is now (212) 576-1758
or 61.

FOOD ADDICTION
BULIMIA •COMPULSIVE OVEREATING
• A Complete Confidential Medical and Psychiatric Evaluation
• Private, Confidential, and Individual Treatment
• 24-Hour Medical Supervision and Support
•Modern Residential Setting •Special Familization Program

•Individual and Group Therapy

•Covered by Most Insurance Plans

NAPLES RESEARCH
& COUNSELING CENTER

1 (800} 722-0100
24-Hour Assistance

1 (v0o) LvL-3508 Florida Only

•Call for a complimentary copy of our newest publication, "A Mini•Guide
to Food Addiction."

•Call for complete confidential information on our residential treatment
program or insurance approval.

NAPLES RESEARCH &COUNSELING CENTER
"The nation's most comprehensive system Jor the Aeatment of addictioe disorders. "

9001 Tamfami Trail South •Naples, Florida 33962
(813) 775.4500 ~.c.A.H accredited

An alfiliate of WILMAC Health Care... Partners in Family Progress Member of the American Hospital Association
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In the Mailbag
Dear Editor:

Upon receiving my July issue of THE
ALMACAN, I read, with interest, the
comments written by Tom Delaney.

would like to say that I am in com-
plete agreement with most of Tom's
comments. I especially agreed with his
statements that "some discussions of
EAP overlook alcohol ism" and "As the
field has grown, there has been con-
cern that it is losing sight of its alcohol-
ism component."

If any of us need "proof" of the truth
of the above statements, we need only
turn to pages 24, 25, and 26 of the
same publication where the workshops
and presenters are listed for the com-
ing Annual Meeting of ALMACA. Alco-

THE 5EVEMTH
BETTY FORD CENTER
CONFERENCE ON

ALCOHOLLSM/CREMICAL
DEPENDENCY

"Chemical Dependency/Mental
Illness: Issues in Diagnosis

and Treatment'

FEBRUARY 16.18, 1987

FACULTY

Daniel J. Anderson, Ph.D.
John N. Chappel, M.D.

Mrs. Betty Ford
Ann Geller, M.D.

The Reverend John Keller
Donald lan Macdonald, M.D.

Roger E. Meyer, M.D.
Marc A. Schuckit, M.D.

John T. Schwarlose, M.S., FACATA
James W. West, M.D.

For Information/Register

Annenberg Center for Health Sciences
at Eisenhower

39000 Bob Hope Drive
Rancho Mirage, CA 92770-3298

800.321.3690 (National)
500.621.7322 (California)
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holism is not mentioned in any of the
workshop titles. The word "drug" is
mentioned one time (but only in the
term "drug screening"); "chemical de-
pendency" is mentioned one time
("Trends in reimbursement of Chemical
Dependency treatment'); and "sub-
stanceabuse" is mentioned one time.

Yes, Tom, I bel ieve that we are more
than beginning to lose sight of the al-
coholism component in our field.

For the person who is new to the
field and is attending his/her first An-
nual Meeting, what kind of impression
does this leave?

Sincerely,
Jim D. Davis
West Coast Coordinator
Reynolds Metals EAP
Troutdale, Oregon

Kansas City
Chapter Workshop

The event "Kansas Ciry Chapter Work-
shop '86" will be presented

November 14, 1986 at the Penn Valley
Community College in Kansas City,
Missouri. This chapter workshop will
focus on enhancing assessment, eval-
uation and referral skills. The notable
speakers will includeALMACAExecu-
tive Director Thomas Delaney and Dr.
John J. Mahoney, National Director,
Health Strategies Group, Alexander &
Alexander, Westport, CT.

Persons seeking more information
should contact Terry Vossler, Key-
stone Treatment Center, at (913) 299-
6838.

I.OG ICAO
SYSTEM

~o~uT~oNs ~Nc.
presents

C.T.S. EAP SOFTWARE
and proudlt~ joins

Almacans in Dallas, Texas

WE INVITE YOU
TO VISIT US

AT OUR BOOTH, #107



Two ALMACA
Chapters Approved
On August 19, two new ALMACA

chapters were created. They are
the Housatonic (CT) Chapter and
Greater Tulsa (OK) Chapter. Chester
Griffith is serving as president of the
Housatonic Chapter, and Greater
Tulsa will elect its officers shortly. At
this time, ALMACA has 62 Board-ap~-
proved chapters.

New Chapter Officers
WASHINGTON, D.C. CHAPTER

President, Nancy Pentz, Federal
Home Loan Bank Board

Vice President, Laura Burns, Silver
Spring, MD

Vice President, Barbara Fox, The
Washington Post

Secretary, Sandy Trybus, Chevy
Chase, MD

Treasurer, Meg Brosnahan, U.S.
Secret Service

ARIZONA CHAPTER

President, William L. Mermis,
Ph. D., Arizona State University,
Tempe

Vice President, Bobbie Gavit,
Phoenix

Secretary, Sarah Henry, Tucson
Treasurer, Russ Binicki, Phoenix

SAN FRANCISCO (CA) CHAPTER

President, Kathleen Handron,
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories,
Berkeley

PR BLE
Alcohol/Substance Abuse

Employee Burnout

Executive Stress

Eating Disorders

Marriage and/or Family

Anxiety

Depression

Sexual Dysfunction

Grief

Divorce

Vice President, Mike Webb, United
Airlines

Secretary, Catherine Wall, PAR
Program, U.S. Postal Service

Treasurer, Susan Batchelor,
LifeCare Systems

ALMACANs on
the Move
Leighton Clark, ACSW, CAC, and

Bernard S. Dyme, ACSW, were re-
cently named codirectors of Perspec-
tives: Employee Assistance Resources,
Ltd., located in Chicago and Oakbrook
Terrace, Illinois. Bothwill beresponsible
for marketing, design, implementation
and servicing EAP contracts.

Prior to joining Perspectives: Em-
ployee Assistance Resources, Mr. Clark

'der ectiv ••
A COUNSELING

& PSYCHOTHERAPY
CENTER, LTD

For help in finding solutions to these and other problems call Perspectives9M at (312) 932-7788. A private
outpatient mental health facility that works with Employers and Employee Assistance Programs to provide quality treatment.

30 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60602. 17W733 Butterfield Rd., Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois 60181.



Help
wanted?
If you have an employee

who turns to alcohol or
other drugs for help with
problems or stress, we
want to help you both.
We offer your employee

all the warmth, support
and encouragement he
needs to recover in our
28-day inpatient treatment
program at Oakleigh.
Our program includes

detoxification, medical
supervision, counseling,
family and recreation
therapy in a confidential
residential setting.
We also offer an out-

patient treatment program
that takes only a week
from work plus follow-up
evening treatment.
And we offer you an a1-

ternative to training some-
one new Because we know
the value of a good
employee.

Ca11 us for our free NC
brochure.

(919) 479-3000
Collect Calls Accepted

T

.~

Oaklei h
at durham~

an affiliate of the
Durham County Hospital Corporation
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was the EAP regional manager for Park-
side Medical Services Corporation in
New York, NY. Mr. Dyme will continue
in his capacity as marketing director
for Perspectives: A Counseling and Psy-
chotherapy Center, in Chicago. Clark
and Dyme can be contacted at Per-
spectives: Employee Assistance Re-
sources, Ltd., 30 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60602; (312) 932-8008.

Four Films
From Dartnell
This article is reprinted from Mid-
America ALMACA News (Gary Fair,
editor), July 1986 issue.One of the standard EAP procedures

for first-time supervisory training
is to have those attending evaluate the
training they received. Interestingly, at

least in my experiences, it is a fact that
many of those supervisors state that the
EAP training is their first exposure to
dealing effectively with those they
supervise. This has opened a door, at
times, to do further training on how to
be a supervisor. It all boils down to this:
the better the supervisor is at supervis-
ing, the better s/he will be at making
referrals to the EAP.

In light of this, Dartnell has four
films available that deal with things
to help supervisors be more effec-
tive in that role: A Good Start (The
proper orientation of a new employ-
ee), Rx for Absenteeitis, Fair Warn-
ing (How to respond to employee
complaints), and Firm But Fair
(How to use constructive disci-
pline). For information call Dartnell
at 1-800-62.1-5463.
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Every day for over 10
years St. Helena has spe-
cialized in the future and
continues to do so. The
future of men and women
from all walks of life re-
covering from alcoholism
and drug abuse. Our treat-
ment program has helped
hundreds of our patients
and their families discover
a happy and productive
way of life — a day at a time.
No ordinary treatment
facility, were blessed by

St. Helena
Hospital and Health Center

of Napa Valley

nature at its best—forests,

breathtaking sunsets and
a lot of serenity. Our staff
is caring and highly
professional. The quality
of treatment is first rate.
Our costs are affordable.
For information about St.
Helenas Alcoholism and
Chemical Recovery Pro-
gram call 1-800/862-7575
in California, or 1-800/
358-9195 out of state, or
write St. Helena Hospital,
Deer Park, CA 94576.



GM's Drug-Free
Workplace
Program
The following is excerpted from GM
Today, the monthly employee com-
munication of General Motors Corpora-
tion. It was written byAndrea C. Koterba
and is reprinted with permission.

GM is getting tough with drug traf-
ficking onthe job. Whi le that's al-

ways been the policy, stepped up efforts
by local police and drug enforcement
agencies working in cooperation with
GM security personnel have netted
more than 200 hourly and salaried em-
ployees, along with-a ,few outsiders,
who were selling controlled substances
on company property. Those appre-
hended have been dismissed.
"Granted, two hundred people isn't

a large number given the size of the
GM population," said Warren Jeffrey,
Security director at GM. "But we're
sending a strong message that we sim-
ply can't and won't tolerate it any-
where in our offices or plants, so we
will cooperate fully with law enforce-
mentofficials to keep it under control."
The arrests capped lengthy investi-

gations by undercover agents in GM's
plants and offices—some prompted by
management, some from concerned
citizens in the communities, but most
by complaints from employees. "Our
employees have demonstrated an ob-
viousconcern for their own safety and
the safety of others on the job," noted
Jeffrey, "and it's our obligation to re-
spond to those concerns. It's also our
obligation to cooperate with the police
in cracking down on criminal activity.
And drug pushing is a criminal offense
punishable by law."
Drugs in theworkplace, however, is

not a problem unique to GM or the
auto industry, emphasized Dr. Daniel
Lanier, Jr., associate director of GM's
Employee Assistance Program (EAP).
"IYs a problem throughout our society

and at all income levels. What we're
attempting to do is attack it on two
main fronts: cooperate with the au-
thorities in removing the criminal ele-
ment that sells drugs and continue to
work with the drug user and his or her
family to break the addiction."
"The EAP has done a good job of help-

ingemployees who have either volun-
tarily sought help or have been referred
to the program because of deteriorating
job performance," Lanier said. "But
think we're still only reaching a small
percentage of those who could effec-
tively use the services of EAP."
Many of the employees who seek

help from the EAP, noted Lanier, do so
during the later stages of their depen-
dency, after many costly years of ac-
tively abusing or using drugs on the
job. GM, therefore, is moving toward

a more comprehensive approach to
chemical dependency problems. Ac-
cording to Lanier, greater emphasis
will be placed on prevention, identifi-
cation and permanent recovery.
GM's new approach will steer a

middle course between rights of indi-
vidual privacy and rights to a drug-free
work environment for all employees.
GM management and union officials

are not expecting the drug problem to
simply disappear because of these
latest efforts. "To think that would be
unrealistic," stated Lanier. "It would
equate to eradicating the problem from
society as a whole. The drug trafficker
should be concerned about the conse-
quences if caught selling drugs in any
of our locations. The rest of our efforts
are aimed at extending the hand of
help to those who need it."

People Caring for People
With Love and Understanding.

"Through many years of experience
we've discovered that ̀ Recovery' is the
most rewarding profession that there is. "

J.F. Emmert, Executive Director, CTC

❑ Inpatient and Outpatient chemical

Charlotte
dependency treatment services based on the
12 Step Program of AA

Treatment
❑ Extensive aftercare planning and
involvement

Center °Full-time medical staff of MD and RNs

❑ Four-day family program

P.O. Box 240197 ~ Executive Recovery Management —

1715 Sharon Road West a specialized program for the

Charlotte, NC 28224 alcoholic executive

(704) 554-8373 ❑Intensive one-year follow-up with treatment
outcome evaluations —data available

JCAH Accredited on request
Licensed by the State of ❑Sensitive to the needs of the patient
North Carolina
Member: NAATP, AHA, and the referring professional

ADPA ❑Warm, friendly and attractive environment
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Perspectives
on the Bia~ck
EAP Client

This article appeared in the September
1986 issue of the Greater Detroit
Chapter Newsnotes (Vol. Vll, No. 3).
Permission to reprint was granted by
author and editor Deborah J. Comstock.

Approximately 11 % of the U.S.
population today is comprised of

blacks, with over 81 % living in urban
areas. Until recent decades, most
blacks lived in the south, but because
of limited job opportunities, many
moved to the north and the west coast.
These migrations have not necessar-

ily helped blacks secure job oppor-
tunities; and as a result of that fact,
poverty and oppression are still preva-
lent inthe black culture. This difficulty
in entering the mainstream of society
has left blacks feelingdisillusionedand
frustrated, and essentially broken by
our economic and social system.

It is not surprising, then, that the

incidence of chemical dependency
among blacks is high. Environmental
factors and statistics point in that
direction.
These are all factors that contribute

to violence to the blackcommunity and
within the black culture.

Effectively reaching the chemically
dependent or troubled black individual
is significantly more difficult as a result
of the barriers that face members of this
cu Iture. The question of whether blacks
require a deferent approach in EAP in-
tervention and in treatment requires
some investigation of both cultural
issues and white value systems that
constitute what is considered to be the
mainstream perspective in this country.

Research indicates that many thera-
pists or counselors are ill-trained to
conduct interventions or provide treat-
ment with "concrete," nonverbal
blacks. They frequently see blacks as
untrusting, with untreatable character
disorders. These are frequently within
the bounds of white cultural values,
and because those beliefs are dominant
in our society, other cultural values
and beliefs are oftentimes seen as in-
ferior and disadvantaged. Additionally,
members of the dominant culture tend

at Gracie Square Hospital*

IS Ch01CeS,

including
Outpatient Care
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to stereotype all members of the "sub-
culture," and treat them, perhaps
unconsciously, from apower-based
position.

In other words, whites have power
over blacks because they are believed
to be disadvantaged; therefore, blacks
must learn the white culture values in
order to succeed. The reality is that
blacks have amulti-varied cultural
system, family structures, experiences
and history, just as whites do. Their
treatment and intervention must be ap-
proached from an individual point of
view, or person-focused.

Counter-trlis~erence issues are pres-
ent in blaclZ/white interactions, and
oftentimes unskilled, white therapists
or couns~l~or~ will project their own
unacceptable 'drives and impulses
onto blacks,~ho are perceived to be
outside the~~laite norm. By either
keeping blacks outside thewhite norm
or by not~extendin~ the definition of
the norm toi~cl~de blacks, successful
treatment then becomes difficult.
Keeping blacks_ powerless creates a
no-win, self-fulfilling prophecy for
many blacks.
To provide treatment to blacks one

must become aware of thei r own moti-

Breakthrough at Gracie Square Hospital
represents choices to those afflicted by alcohol
and cross addiction problems in their own lives,
as well as to corporations and organizations with
troubled employees.

From detoxification to flexible rehabilitation stays,
through convenient Outpatient alternatives and
family counseling, the diversity of Breakthrough
is available to meet need with choices that suit
the person and their circumstances, including
their health insurance coverage.

If you need choices, call Breakthrough. We are
Choices.

Breakthrough
at Gracie Square Hospital
(212) 988-4400
Inpatient Services Outpatient Alcoholism Services
420 East 76th Street 421 East 75th Street
New York, NY 10021 New York, N Y 10021

'JCAH accredited, licensed by the New Vork State Division of Alcoholism and the New York State Division of Substance Abuse



vations, and of counter-transference
issues. Knowing clinical issues among
blacks simply is not enough to suc-
cessfully reach blacks.
Case studies have documented situ-

ations in which a white counselor ap-
proaches a black individual using
white jargon expecting the troubled
person to discuss innermost feelings
and conflicts regardingfamily issuesor
chemical dependency related prob-
lems, when in actual ity the most press-
ingissue issecuring enough food to feed
the family that day. Si nce their problems
are outside the reality ~f the estab-
lished, economically secure counselor,
a dichotomy in communication results
and is perceived as the black person's
unwillingness to communicate and
lack of interest in seizing quality treat-
ment. Obviously this simply continues

~ ~1 r~r Ir
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the spiral of disillusionment and frus-
tration among blacks, who cannot un-
derstand when their language and
general communication is not accept-
able to the white counselor.

Employee assistance representatives
and counselors may need to educate
themselves regarding the black culture
and probe for specific and immediate
needs of the client in order to effec-
tively help, Once the person has
agreed to help, the counselor cannot
stop providing relevant support to the
black patient. Given that their cultural
norms are different, and that treatment
is likely to be in the context of white
mainstream perspectives, long-term,
structured follow-up is necessary. EAP
counselors in conjunction with Xreat-
ment facilities knowledgeable about
blacks is a necessary combination.

NE
The Hospital With A Heart

•

in the Treatment
of

Food Addictions
Depression and Anxiety Disorders

~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~.t~.~
•Major Insurance Coverage •OA and EA Oriented

•Programmed Aftercare

7727 Lake Underhill Dr. Janet Greeson Ih.A. C.A.C.
Orlando, FI. 32822 305-281-8638

St. Anthony's
Medical Center

HYLAPID CEPITER

Specialists in
Treatment
and Training

once 1977, Hyland
Center, an inpatient/
outpatient treatment

facility, has helped
thousands of patients and
their families discover a
new way of life —free from
the effects of chemical
dependency. Offering
a continuum of care,
Hyland Center provides
comprehensive services for
inpatient, and both day and
evening outpatient treatment
in addition to specialized
cocaine, relapse and
impaired professionals
treatment programs. In
addition, Hyland Center
offers unique Family Week
and Kids Group programs,
intervention training and
extensive community
education programs.

fiyland Center also educates
and trains human service
professionals about chemical
dependency, its treatment
and prevention. The Hyland
Center Institute offers the
finest ongoing clinical
training programs,
management seminars and
education workshops to
assist professionals in
growth and development.

Hyland Center
St. Anthony's Medical Center

10020 Kennerly Road
St. Louis, MO 63128

3141525-7200
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Treating NY Inmate
Alcoholics and
Drug Addicts

An offender with an identifiable al-
cohol abuse problem may enter

and leave the state of New York's crim-
inal justice system without ever being
diagnosed or treated, says a recent re-
port of The Association of the Bar of
the City of New York.

Yet the Department of Correctional

(Book Review of
Roads to Recovery

Services and the Division of Parole
recognize that about 18,000 inmates
and 15,000 parolees—about halftheir
respective populations--have identifi-
ablealcohol problems.
"The Report on the Problem of Alco-

holism and Substance Abuse Among
the Inmate/Parolee Population in New
York State" is a product of the Associa-
tion's Committee on Corrections,
whose chair is Susan A. Powers. Itwas
written by Faith Colangelo and Margaret
Kent Brooks.
The report reviews programs for

ROADS TO RECOVERY: A national directory of alcohol and drug addiction treaf-
ment centers. Jean Moore, editor. Macmillan-Collier, 1985. paper $17.95 (ISBN
0-02-059470-4)

ROADS TO RECOVERY is an extremely useful resource for al (health pro-
fessionals who are involved in dealing with the problem of chemical

dependency.
Over 500 residential treatment centers are listed, arranged by three geo-

graphic areas—eastern, central/southern, and western—and within these
sections by state and city. The information on each facility includes a de-
scription of the therapeutic approach taken and available programs for special
populations groups. Also included are complete factual details: address,
phone number, name ofdirector, size, admission policies, minimum length
of stay, costs and insurance eligibility, availability of detoxification and
accreditation.
The directory also includes lists with addresses of related organizations,

federal and state alcohol/drug agencies, a brief reading list and a glossary of
terms. There is a helpful index arranged by special population groups, such
as men or women, adolescents, elderly, ethnic groups, the deaf and im-
paired health professionals.
Moore does not pretend to beall-inclusive. Many facilities failed to respond

to requests for information, even though none were charged for listing.
Neither does she pretend to have evaluated them. The information offered is
supplied by each treatment center itself. It is, however, more complete than
any similar effort, and is an enormous improvement over having to siftthrough
piles of self-laudatory brochures.
The material contained in the foreword and intrpduction is directed to-

ward the most productive use of the listings by those attempting to get help
for family members as well as those planning referrals from EAP or clinic set-
tings and also those arranging aftercare.

reviewed by LeClair Bissell, M.D.
New York, NY
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treating alcoholism and substance
abuse problems in New York prisons,
and makes recommendations for
change. According to the report, the
state currently attempts to address those
problems with programs that are under-
funded and lack continuity of treat-
ment, even though significant studies
have underscored the link between al-
cohol/substance abuse and crime.

In addition, says the report, parole
officers are not equipped to identify
the problems at a timely stage or to
refer parolees for appropriate treatment.
"As the criminal offender is processed

through the system, a multitude of
agencies control what happensto him.
Each agency handles a part of the
process, but no single agency coordi-
nates the decisions and actions taken
by each separate agency, their impact

AIMS Media
For information, education
and intervention.

AIMS Media
Films that span the fields
of alcoholism, drug
abuse, accident preven-
tion, mental health, and
wellness.

AIMS Media
To help you help the
troubled worker...on the
job and off the job.

AIMS Media
For free catalog and
information: Call toll free
(soo) 3s~-2as~
In CA, AK, HI, call collect
(818) 785-4111.

M~
AIMS Media, 6901 Woodley Ave.
Van Nuys, California 91406-4878

Leader in 16mm and video



on the offender or the rehabilitative
process," says the report.
A primary recommendation of the

report is that a new pilot project receive
increased funding to provide a com-
prehensive alcoholism/substance abuse
program for inmates and parolees.
The project, proposed by N.Y. As-

semblyman Melvin Miller, chair of the
state's Assembly Codes Committee, is
due to receive $700,000 of state
budget funding during this fiscal year.
Copies of the report are available

from the Office of the Executive Sec-
retary of the Association of the Bar of
the City of New York, 42 W. 44th Street,
New York, New York 1-0036.

This report was provided by The Asso-
ciation of the Bar of the City of New
York.

Western Region
Conference
The Columbia River Chapter will be

host of the fifth annual Western Re-
gion Conference, scheduled for April
1-3, 1987 in Portland, Oregon. The
conference program is planning the
workshop agenda, as the "Call for
Papers" application deadline was
completed on October 15.

Inquiries on exhibiting should be
sent to Bob Hatch, Health Systems Ser-
vices, 805 Broadway, WA 98660.

Chapter correspondence should be
mailed to Columbia River Chapter,
P.O. Box 1225, Portland, OR 97207.
THE ALMACAN will print more

conference information as it becomes
available,

Self-Help
Sourcebook
The book The Self-Help Sourcebook:

Finding and Forming Mutual Aid
Self-Help Groups, published by Saint
Clares-Riverside Medical Center, has
recently been released. It features all
New lerseygroups in aself-help direc-
tory, as well as contacts and descrip-
tions for nearly 450 mutual-aid, self-
help organizations that are either
national groups or serve as demonstra-
tional models. The book was published
by a grant from Hoffmann LaRoche Inc.
The cost is $8.00 per copy, plus $1

for postage. To order write to: Source-
book, Self-Help Clearinghouse, St.
Clares-Riverside Medical Center, Po-
cono Road, Denville, NJ 07834.

Wien the alcoholic becomes your concern.

Edgehill Newport is devoted to the alcoholic's effective recovery and
confident return to productive living. A private, 160-bed residential treatment

facility in Newport, Rhode Island, Edgehill offers a 28-day program for
both the male and female alcoholic and a weekend

treatment program for family members.

.JCAH accredited, Edgehill Newport is approved as a treatment
facility by most health insurance plans, and is particularly responsive to

the Employer and F.A_P needs.

Edgehill Newport ~~(XI/farrrsnn:Icrnur. \rupurl.KJ O:IK90 4lll X49-5700
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THE

GROUP, INC.

A Statewide Comprehensive

Alcoholism Treatment Network

* Representing
Freeport Hospital
The Rhinebeck Lodge for Successful Living
Consultation Centers

Albany
Freeport, L.I.
New York City

Specialized Programs for
• Hispanics
• Families ~
• Women ~
• Recidivists ~\
• Mandated Clients ~a

~~

Inpatient Detoxification *Residential Rehabilitation \ * ~~
Outpatient and Aftercare Services ~,~~:~_,

Employment Opportunities

Inpatient and outpatient positions available throughout the network;
MSW/CSW and/or CAC required. Send resume to: Richard Brown, The
Freeport Group, Inc., Box E, 267 South Ocean Avenue, Freeport, New
York 11520

267 South Ocean Avenue, Freeport, NY 11520. (516) 378.0800



CONFERENCES AND
WORKSHOPS

I.[ill~~.l~~~

In November, Associates for Consulta-
tion and Training (ACT) of New York
City is offering a series of workshops
for professionals titled "Working With
Adult Children of Alcoholics: Blending
Psychodynamic and Alcohol Treat-
ment Approaches." Topics will in-
clude identification of COA issues,
family dynamics and group formation.
For more information. contact: ACT,
211 W. 56th Street, #3~OM, New York,
NY 10019; (212) 362-402.
On November 10-11, The Johnson

Institute will present the seminar "In-
tervention: How. to ~i~p~Those Who
Don't Want Help:" It will be held in
Minneapolis, MN ~d presented by
Dr. Vernon Johr~sen~ founder and
president emeritus of the Johnson Insti-

tute. For more information contact:
The Johnson Institute, 510 First Ave.
North, Minneapolis, MN 55403; (800)
231-5165, or (800) 247-0484 in MN.
The Cornell University NYS School

of Industrial and Labor Relations an-
nounces the following management
workshops: "Innovations in Participa-
tative Management," November 12 in
Tarrytown, NY; "Introducing New
Policies: Communicating Effectively
to Gain Organizational Commitment,"
December 11 in New York City, and
"Effective Interviewing," December
11-12 in New York City. For more in-
formation contact: Ms. Lillian Matos,
Human Resources Studies Registrar, at
(212) 340-2849.
On November 14, the Kansas City

Chapter of ALMACA will present
"Workshop '86:" at Penn Val ley Com-

munity College in Kansas City, MO.
The workshop will focus on enhancing
assessment, evaluation and referral
skills. Speakers will include Thomas
Delaney, ALMACA Executive Direc-
tor, andlohnl. Mahoney, National Di-
rector, Health Strategies Group, Alex-
ander &Alexander. For more informa-
tion contact: Terry Vossler, Keystone
Treatment Center, at (913) 299-6838.

Ingalls Hospital Adolescent Chemi-
cal Dependency Program will present
"Kids and Drugs II: The Time to Inter-
vene in Now," in Merrillville, Indiana
on November 17. For more informa-
tioncontact: Peter Palanca, directorof
Adolescent Chemical Dependency
Programs, at (312) 333-2300, ext.
5205.

Hazelden of Center City, MN, will
present the following November Work-
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shops: Pharmacology, on Nov. 17-18;
Management of Detoxification, on
Nov. 19-21; and Adolescent and
Young Adult Assessment and Treat-
ment, on Nov. 19-21. For more infor-
mationcall Hazelden Continuing Edu-
cation at: (800) 822-0800; or (612)
257-4010, ext. 417, in MN.

American Management Association
(AMA) wi I I present a series of seminars
titled "Assertiveness" (for managers)
on the following schedule: Nov. 19-21
in Houston; Nov. 24-26 in Chicago;
Dec. 1-3 in Atlanta; Dec. 8-10 in
Chicago; and Dec. 8-10 in New York
City. For more information contact the
AMA registrar at (518) 891-0065.
The training seminar "The Funda-

mentals of Structural Consulting" will
beheld November 19-23 in Cambridge,
Massachusetts and sponsored by the
Institute for Human Evolution, Inc.
The instructor will be Robert Fritz,

CONFERENCE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

If you would like your confer-
ence or workshop announced
in THE ALMACAN, we require
the following information:
• title of event.
• subject matter and/or in-

tended audience.
• sponsoringorganizltion.
• hosting city.
• dates of activities.
• notable speakers.
~ an address, phone number

and contact person having
further details.
Please forward the inforrna-

tion a minim~u~ of two months
in advance. The greater the
lead time you give us, the
greater the number of times we
can place it.

Forward to: THE ALMA-
CAN, 1800 N. Kent Street,
Suite 907, Arlington, VA
22209.
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founder of the Institute and DMA, Inc.
For more information contact: Valerie
Greenwald, Institute for Human Evolu-
tion, Inc., 27 Congress Street, Salem{
MA 01970; (617) 744-1262 or 741-

0780.
Children of Alcoholics, a confer-

ence for helping professionals, will be
held in Toronto, Canada on November
16-18. At the conference, the Cana-

.I—`° ~~' <

SOUTH OAKS HOSPITAL
(The Long Island Home, Ltd.)

~` Established 1882

~..
~~ 

Leonard W. Krinsky, Ph. D.
~ Executive Director

Comprehensive programs for the
treatment of alcoholism, compulsive

gambling, eating disorders,
drug abuse, and mental illness

NATIONAL TOLL-FREE HELPL/NE 1-800-732-9808

• Inpatient detoxification

• Inpatient rehabilitation, open and closed units

• Comprehensive adolescent program

• Active psychodrama programs

• Specialized treatment for
compulsive gambling

• Eating disorders unit

• Family and "significant others" program

•Aftercare follow-up

• Accommodation for patients of all religious
groups

• Licensed outpatient program including
services for children of alcoholics

• Complete EAP liaison and coordination
of patient care

• Information, referral, and free consultation

• Ongoing workshops in alcoholism, compulsive
gambling, and family-related topics

• Training Program for Alcoholism Counseling
and educational services through The
Institute of Alcohol Studies at South Oaks

Sheila B. Blume, M.D., C.A.C.
Director of Alcoholism Programs

400 Sunrise Highway, Amityville, L.1., New Yor4 11701 516/264.4000



dian Association for Children of Alco-
holics will be launched. For more in-
formation contact: Lorraine Deason,
Conference Coordinator, c/o 26 Harris
Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M4C 1 P4.

DECEMBER

The Southeast Conference on Alcohol
and Drug Abuse, hosted by Charter
Medical Corporation, will be held De-
cember 3-7 this year in Atlanta, GA.
Topics for presentations will include
EAPs, COAs, impaired nurses, women
in recovery, and others. Among the
presenters will be Drs. Peter Bell, Le-
Clair Bissell, Dale Masi, and David
Ohims. CME-Category I credits have
been applied for. For more informa-
tion contact: Charter Medical Corpo-
ration, Addictive Disease Division,
11050 Crabapple Road, Suite D-120,
Roswell, GA 33075; 800-f345-1567,
or in GA, (404) 641-9286.

JANUARY,1987

"Employee Assistance Training Program:
A Rational-Emotive Approach," spon-
sored by the Institute for Rational-
Emotive Therapy, will be held January
15-17 in New York Ciry. The presenters
will be Dr. Albert Ellis and Institute
staff. For further information contact:
Dr. Dominic J. DiMattia, Director of
Corporate Services, Institute for Ra-
tional-Emotive Therapy, 45 E. 65th
Street, New York, NY 10021; (212)
535-0822.

FEBRUARY

The University of California, San Diego
will present the conference "The AI-
cohol Piece in the Health Care Cost
Containment Puzzle" on February 22-
24 in San Diego, CA. It will be pre-
sented in cooperation with NIAAA,

the Medical Research Institute of San
Francisco, and other organizations.
For more information contact: UCSD,
Ext. X-001, La Jolla, CA 92093; (619)
452-6331.

MARCH

The International Congress for Alco-
holism and Drug .Abuse Counselors
will be held in London, England, on
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You can call us right now, and help someone you know deal
with their alcohol or drug problem.

Stuyvesant Square is the hospital based Chemical
Dependency Treatment Program featuring a comprehensive
medical assessment and detoxification service, complete family
involvement and two full years of after care.

For more information ask us—or ask our alumni.

Call (212)-420-2900.

Refer to Stuyvesant Squaxe
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program at
Beth Israel Medical Center.
First Avenue at 16th Street, New York, NY 10003
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March 13-21. It will be sponsored by
the National Association of Alcohol-
ism and Drug Abuse Counselors. For
more information contact: Tom Claunch,
CAC, Chairperson, P.O. Box 210638,
Montgomery, AL 36121; (205) 567-
4311.

APRIL, 1987

The National Forum on AIDS & Chem-
ical Dependency, sponsored by the
American Medical Society on Alcohol-
ism and Other Drug Dependencies,
will be held April 23-26 in Cleveland,
OH. A "Cal I for Abstracts, Courses and
Workshops" has been issued, and the
deadline is December 1, 1986. For
more information contact: Conference
Manager, AMSAODD, 12 W. 21st
Street, New York, NY 10010; (203)
227-7084.

MAY,1987

The Alcohol and Drug Problems Asso-
ciation (ADPA) will sponsor the 1987
National Conference on Drugs, Alcohol
and Women on May 3-6. The targeted
issues will be: prevention and treat-
ment of alcohol and drug problems
among women; and career develop-
ment for women employed in the al-
cohol and drug problems field. For
more information contact: ADPA, 444
N. Capitol Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20001; (202) 737-4340.

JUNE

The School of Executive Education
at Babson College will present
Managing and Developing Human

Resources" on June 14-19 in Welles-
ley, Massachusetts. For more infor-
mation contact: Diane Bonneau,
Program Director, School of Execu-
tive Education, Babson College,
Wellesley, MA 02157; (617) 239-
4340.
The 36th annual session of the Uni-

versity of Utah School on Alcoholism
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and Other Drug Dependencies will be
held June 21-26 in Salt Lake City, UT.
Among the lecturers will be Dr. Le-
Clair Bissell, Dr. Paul Roman, Can-

dace Bibby, Rokelle Lerner, and
Father Leo Booth. For more informa-
tion call (801) 533-5799 or 533-
7087. ❑
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Hel .p
Unfortunately, people who need the most help have

the most trouble asking for it.
We work with companies to provide Employee

Assistance Programs (EAPs) to help your troubled
employees.

If any of your employees are experiencing personal
or performance prob- ~
lems, call Perspectives erspectiv •
at (312) 932-8008 ~EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE RESOURCES, LTD.

Help should be more than just a four letter word.



Pa ifi Health S stems Inc.CC y ,
Provides ALMACA members with treatment .. .

•Alternatives Adolescent Care •
Traditionally, chemically dependent adolescents have been treated in an acute care hospital and
the cost of hospitalization has escalated, pressure has been placed on rehabilitation providers
to develop measures for containing cost.

Pacific Health Systems' Alternatives is answering this need with an innovative approach by offering
a quality rehabilitation program under a social service licensure.

The Alternatives Adolescent Program will consist of: individual counseling, group counseling,
chemical dependency education, on-grounds schooling, family programs, twelve step programs,
special groups, recreation, physical conditioning and weekly staffing. Scheduled opening -
January, 1987.

• Alternatives Adult Hospital Inpatient &Daycare •
After detoxification in the Alternatives Center, Pacific Hospital of Long Beach or the Alternative
Unit at Holy Cross Hospital in Mission Hills the patient enters the intensive, structured rehabilita-
tion program. The patient will receive and take part in: individual counseling, graphic lectures,
chalk talks, didactic films, group therapy, spiritual counseling, intensive family/significant other
involvement and a 6-month aftercare program designed for everyday living. Generally a 21-day stay.

The Alternatives daycare rehabilitation program is a cost effective approach that allows the patient
to attend the same daily program in the hospital as offered to inpatient and residential patients
while he or she lives at home. Daycare patients are required to participate in family group two
nights a week in this 12-day, Monday through Saturday program.

• Alternatives Adult Residential Programs •
The Alternatives House, for females only, is a beautiful victorian home that has been totally
refurbished, from the richly paneled walls, plush carpeting and attractive furnishings to the
functioning fireplace, sauna and spa — everything to create an atmosphere of dignity and serenity.

The Alternatives Place, for males only, has a courtyard setting and has been completely refurbished,
including a spacious living room, dining room, laundry room with washer and dryer and a complete
kitchen —with a microwave for snack time.

Both programs require participation in the intensive structured inpatient program with the patient
being transported between the hospital and the supervised residential facility. This generally is
a 21-day program.

• Alternatives Evening Outpatient •
An evenings only program that includes the same dynamics available during inpatient treatment.
The patients family or significant other is invited to actively participate throughout the treat-
ment process at no additional cost. This outpatient program is effective due to the high level
of supportive treatment. This requires 6 weeks participation, 3 nights per week.
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PACIFIC 117 East Eighth Street, Suite 600

HEALTH 
Long Beach, CA 90813

SYSTEMS, 213/437-1145
INC. Covered by Most Major H.M.O:s and Insurance Plans

ALTERNATIVES ADOLESCENT CENTER-LONG 13G~CH

ALTERNAi1VF5 CENTER-PACIRC HOSPIT~I OP LOiVG 13f.ACH

ALTERNATIVES HOUSE-LONG BEACH

ALTERNATIVES PLACE-LONG IS[~CH

ALTERNATIVES UNIT "TNE VILLA"
-IOLY CRO55 HOSPITAL, MISSION HILLS
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1800 N. Kent Street
Suite 907
Arlington, Va. 22209

INSIDE EAP
A film suitable for both
supervisor training and employee
education that documents the
actual case of an employee and
spouse, both unable. to perform
adequately on the job, who seek
help from an EAP. The film also
presents role play situations that
help supervisors learn how to
approach troubled employees with
job performance problems. Three
day preview available.

18 minute film ....... 5285.00
(Also available in videotape)
"Add 3°/o shipping/handling

IFLI Learning Systems, Inc.
~ • P.O. Box 2233 •Princeton, NJ 08543-2233 • (609) 466-9000
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